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Sexual harassment addressed

Grievance system proposed
By Greg Flemming
Students who are sexually
harassed will be able to file
grievances against UNH faculty,
staff members, and administrators, if the proposed Student
Grievance Procedure is approved.
Unlike previous years, the
procedure lists sexual harrassment
as a legitimate grievance, and lists
penalties for offenders. UNH is

must file a response to the
complaint with the Dean of
Students.
If this step fails, the student may
present another complaint to the
involved person, along with his or
her superiors as specified by the.
procedure. After a second meeting,
the superior will render a decision.
The student may appeal this .

decision to the president, who will
hear the case, or appoint a hearing
board to do so.
Penalty _for sexual harrassment
ranges from a letter of reprimand
to termination· of employment.
Though the procedure is
intended to apply to all students, it
will apply mostly to women,
Sanb-orn said.

one of the first second:.lry schook

UNH research-team prepares to enter water from research vessel
Jere A. Chase. (Marine program photo)

Jere A.Chase boat
explores the seas·
By Kathi Scrizzi
The "Jere A. Chase" has been
called the "flagship of the UNH
fleet".
Many students have never heard
of the boat's existence, much less
the fact that UNH has a "fleet".
But U NH has 14 boats docked at
various points around New
Hampshire. The "Jere A. Chase''is
the largest at 45 feet in length. It is
the Marine Program's research
"workhorse", equipped for a
variety of scientific experiments.
The boat is usually docked at the
commercial fishing pier in
Portsmouth Harbor or at the
Jackson Estuarine Lab in Great
Bay. It is in great demand during
the late spring and summer, but
even now. in the middle of winter,
researchers take the boat to sea
several times a week.
The "Jere A. Chase" was built in
Southwest Harbor, Maine in 1964
as the "Akpatok". It was originally
intended to be used for arctic
research, and was taken as far
north as Labrador. according to
Director of Marine
U~H
Operations. Gene Allmendinger.
"It's an extremely seaworthy
vessel." Allmendinger said. "But
it's a little small to go in to the
North Atlantic in typical \\inter
weather.··
So in 1968. U, ' H (a little farther ·
south. than Labrador) bought the
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"Akpatok" for the marine
program. It was re-christened the
••Jere A. Chase", after the man who
has twice been UN H's interim
President, and was Vice President
at the time the boat was acquired.
"Jere Chase had a lot to-Oo with
getting UNH started in marine
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in the country to institute this.
This action resulted from
increased national concern over
sexual harrassment in secondary
schools, according to Gregg
Sanborn, Vice President of
Student Affairs.
"There has been a lot of discussion about sexual
harrassment," Sanborn told the
Stud~nt Senate Sunday night
before'they unanimously adopted
the proposal. It must now be
approved by President Handlei;-.
The President is .. very
supportive" ot the procedure,
according to John Hose, her
executive assistant.
In addition to sexual
harrassment, the procedure
recognizes that grievances may
arise over alleged discimination
because of race, color, religion,
veterans status, sex, age, national
origin, or handicap.
The procedure urges that all
conflicts be resolved informally. If
this fails, the aggrieved student
qiay take formal action.
First the student notifies the.
person with a written summary of
the complaint, and the !~9
discuss the problem. All parties
should make a "good-faith effort
to resolve the matter" at that time,
the procedure states.
Because of "emotional and
moral complexities" surrounding
sexual harrassment cases, a third
party from a campus panel of
mediators may attend these
meetings, after 'which, the faculty,
staff member. or administrator

Search committee
changes ·suggested
By Jeffrey Tyler
The process for selecting
members of dean search
committees will be reorganized if
the changes proposed at the
- Faculty Caucus meeting last night
are accepted.
Presently the Vice-President for
Academic Affairs is responsible
for choosing the search
committees and the present VicePresident, Gordon Haaland, said
that the faculty members were
always chosen in "consultation
with several members of the
department."
If the proposal is accepted at the
next meeting two weeks from now,
it will have the Vice President
..after consultation with an
appropriate .faculty committee"
within the college, choose the
faculty members from a pool
nominated by that department:
The original proposal discussed
by the Caucus came from
Haaland. He developed it after
considering a report on the process
from a committee' headed by Dr.
Robert Dishman of the Political
Science department.
·The results of the report
suggested that the faculty members
of the search committees be elected

by the tacutty of the college at
.
.
large.
Haaland's proposal has the Vice
President select the faculty
members from a pool nominated
by the department but does not
state that choices be made after
consultation with a faculty
committee.
Haaland said he would not go so
far as to have the faculty members
elected by the department because
of a "need for balance" between
different types of faculty members
such as those involved with
teaching and those in research.
. After lengthy discussion, the
compromise was made between
rhose supporting Haaland 's
proposal and faculty m~mb~rs
who wanted more say m the
choosing of search committee
members.
The Caucus also voted on an
amendment by the Professional
Standards Committee on
.. Conflict of Interest."
Jeffrey Diefendorf, Chairman of
the Economic Welfare Committee,
said that profes so rs will have 27
instead of 26 payments on their W2 forms. This might put sqme
CAUCUS, Page 11

ConCon ·would ban legal abortion ·
By Mary Ellersick
Legal abortions may soon be a
thing of the past if the conservative
pro-life forces in the country have
their way.
The Seacoast Citizens for
Choice expressed their concern
about the accelerating-campaign to
outlaw abortions at an educational
meeting in Portsmouth on Friday
February 6.
The meeting focused on the call
for a Constitutional Convention
(ConCon) in order to insert an
amendment into the Constitution
establishing the instant of
conception as the beginning oflife.
If the measure is enacted,
anything halting a pregnancy after
conception would be classified as
murder. This includes cases of
rape, incest. or direct threat to the
mother's life.
IU D's would be illegal as well
because they allow the egg to be
fertilized. but prevent the zygote
from attaching itself to the uterine
wall.
The New Hampshire State
legislature will soon begin to
consider this question. lf 34 states
request a ConCon. Congress must
call one. Nineteen states already
have.
New Hampshire is one of the

next states targeted by the antiabortion forces, according to
Cindy Fox. Fox is the director of
the National Abortion Rights
Action League (NARAL) in New
Hampshire.
Fox, one of four panelists who
spoke at the meeting, said that she
was very frightened. Since the
November ·elections, there has

been a dramatic turnaround in the
ideological bent of Congress. The
conservative forces now have the
momentum, according to Fox.
Amendments similar to the
proposed Human Life Amendment have been introduced in
every recent session of Congress,
but under liberal Democratic
leadership, they ~ever got reported

out of committee.
Senator Edward Kennedy (DMass)and Senator Birch Bayh (DInd) have been replaced by
conservative- Republican Senators
Strom Thurmond and Orrin
Hatch as chairman of the Judiciarv
Committee and the Subcommittee

ABORTION, page seven

J. Lovering, Cindy Fox, and Cindy McGovern of Seacoast Citizens for Choice. (Jackie Horn photo)
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hard to aid Africa

Flightl~ne

by. George Newton

TASK a help .to failing students
By Martha Thomas
Alex is a sophomore
Whittemore business school
student. Last spring he came close
to flunking o.ut of school. "I spent a
lot of time studying," he said, "but
the courses were really hard. I kept
getting bad grades on the exams."
With the help of the Training
and Academic Skills Center
(TASK) Alex has raised his grades
high enough to remain here.
The TASK center is located in
Stoke 35c, and is designed to
"teach some of the academic skills
necessary for survival in college."
In September of 1979, assistant
dean of students Dan Garvey came
up with the idea of a freshman
learning center. With the help of
two tutor-counselors from the
UNH special services TRIO
program, a study center for
dfsad.vantaged students on campus
Garvey created a program for
freshman with study problems or
who, according to Garvey, "just
wanted to get a little more out of
the time they put into studying."
The program, run by seniors
Dani Duby and Donn.a La~iberty ,

was so successful that it was
expanded to meet the needs of the
entire student body. TASK has
been in existence now since
January of last year, and the tutorcounselors, a group of specially
trained students, are filled to
capacity with appointments.
The problems that TASK deals
with are primarily academicoriented.
"But when you get into things
like motivation, obviously some of
the problems have emotional
roots," said tutor-counselor Lisa
Aspromonte.
Each tutor-counselor has about
eight students with whom they
meet once a week. The counselors
teach students to budget their time,
to read more efficiently, and stress
daily studying to escape
"cramming."
"One of the skills that we teach is
question generating," said tutorcounselor Christine Cooper. The
technique involves going through
class notes and formulating
questions about them.
"It's the way most professors go
about making up exams," said

Cooper, ••And- if you study your
·notes on the day that you take
the.m you can retain eighty percent
of the material--as opposed to fifty
percent on the second day. The
percentage keeps decreasing with
every day."
Although the center is open to
any student who wants assistance,
students with low grade point
averages are notified personally of
the service by means of a letter sent
out after mid semester evaluations.
"We get a list of students with,
say, below a 2.0 GPA, from the
registrar's office," said Duby,
"Then we send them letters
encouraging them to - take
advantage of the ser_vice. We
inform the associate dean of a
particular student's college that the
student is receiving help.
One sophomore mechanical
engineering major was informed ot
the service last year. "My grades
were pretty bad," he said. He still
attends sessions and feels that the
program has improved his study

TASK, page 18

camping trip and given live fowl we
By Maria Horn
Nearly halfway around the •· had to kill and eat ourselves. We
world, on the "dark continent" of : also did Air Force calisthenics
Africa, sometimes without :every day."
soent his training
Mello
electricity or running water, two
months in the Malian capital of
Peace Corps volunteers came to
love and respect a different culture Bamako learning about the Silage
Project and Bambara , the
_
and people.
This year wilt be .the twentieth principle dialect of Mali.
. Mello flew from Boston in
anniversary of the Peace Corps
and this story will profile two March of 1976 and landed in
people and their experiences as Bamako at the beginning of the hot
sea.son. It was 110 degrees and "the
part of this volunteer program.
UNH MBA grad student John contrast was jarring. Everything
Mello worked in Mali, Africa from was new and very fascinating. The
1974-76 on the Silage Project capital is a mixture of new modern
which teaches the Malian villages buildings and old French colonial
how to build silos for storing food buildings. What stuck out was the
w feta Lheir canle <luring cht: u ry dothing-~u \..ulu1 ful a n u
loosefitting. And millions of little
season.
He went from village to village kids everywhere."
Diamond · learned about
in a Landrover with two Malian
veterinary co-workers, covering a T ogoles~ customs whenever she
walked or bicycled. Little kids
zone of 40,000 square miles.
"I would work flat out for 21-28 would come running.out and shout
days because it was a seasonal at her. "I thought they were angry
project. There are no distractions at me and it disturbed me. Actually
they were saying ·white person!
like TV. You work a lot more."
Mello also taught nightcourses white person! how are you?' They
to Malian teachers· in conversa- were giving~me an honor."
Mello's two co-~_orkers gave
tional and compositional English.
Sallie Diamond worked for the him "invaluable assistance" in
Peace Corps 15 years ago from learning the different Malian
1964-66 in Togo, in the same customs. "They would _put the
word out through . the marketwestern area of Africa as Mali.
She taught English to 7-lOth place that a .. Toobab"
graders in. a Catholic· school her (white person) was coming to visit
first year, and Math, English, a village. The chief would tell the
sewing and drawing her second elders to stay in from the fields.
When we arrived they would
year in a different school.
During the summer she was a gather around and I would have to
nurse in a local hospital, though speak through an intermediary
she had had no training in that beacause one didn't speak to the
Chief personally. Sometimes· my
field.
.. The hospital didn't separate the speec·h would ·have to go throu~h
family from the patient so there two to three translations ~s it
was no grieving · because of - c.hang.ed from French to th.e village
separation. N 0 one was admitted l~nguage through the mtermewithout a family member, who did ~iary;, It _could take a long.
the basic stuff like change the time.
sheets and empty bedpans. I wish CORPS, page eight
our system was like that."
Mello also saw the emphasis in
the African culture on the "more
human, warm contents. The family
is the strongest thing-the extended,
not just the nuclear."
_
French is the offical language in
both countries, which was
fortunate for both of these
volunteers since Mello had ten
years of the language and
Diamond was a French major in
college. Mello said that he was the
only one in the training sessions
wh~ could speak Frencli,well at.all
·
so it was not a prerequisite.
l>ianiond spent her three month
training period in Oberlon College
in Ohio and Quebec French and
learning about Togo. In Quebec
she lived in French homes to
practice.
"It seemed that the training
before had more intensive hours,"
Diamond said. "We were sent on a

• •
M1ss1ng
perso_fi

In the Senate ...
Education program
The Student Senate unanimously endorsed the education
program and recording procedure for sexual harassment cases
Sunday night. The education program will be implemented to
inform the University community of sexual harassment policies and
related procedures, as are .specified in the proposed Student
.
Grievance Procedure.
The reporting procedures outlines how information relating ~o
· sexual harrassment should be collected, filed, and distributed in a
confidential manner.

Sun Day sponsored
The Solar Energy Coalition was granted $462 from the
Progra~ming Fund td' sponsor several speakers and a "Sun Day"
·
celebration.
The celebration will include exhibits, speakers, and local
musicians to increase awareness of the feasibilty of solar technology.
Students 'fi-Or'lR.t:qr.Jm~~ere granted '$4~5r frnilff.thb ProgramminS
-- - - - -F-und-f-or-its -reeydi11g-progntms -at -the Univenity:-- - - - ~ - - ·

Student art show
The s ·t udent Art Association was granted $580 from the Student
Senate Programming Fund to present the third annual Student Art
Show from March 31 to Aoril 6.

Sociology journal
Tht; Sociology Undergraduate Journal was granted $1,000 from
the Programming Fund to pubish their anthropology- sociology
journal, .. Persistence".

Senators approved
Four University students were approved as Student Senators and
appointed to committees. Stuart Herschfield, of-Congreve Hall, was
appointed tp SAFC. Sue Galipault, a commuter, was appointed to
the Student Services Council, and Martha Little and Peter Mandid,
both commuters, were appointed to the Financial Affairs and
Administration Coun~l.
Ray FcM \~a~--~~n1 appbintechas1<i.'ha.irp0Fson 0fl the llesi{i~ial
Life Council.

'"h,.·

Robert R. Gehrett Ill disappeared
at 3 p.m., on January IO. He has
not been seen since.
Gehrett, an employee at Pratt
and Whitney, in North Berwick,
was last seen at the corner of
Portland and Atlantic Avenues in
Dover, wearing a rust-colored
chamois shirt, dark pants, heavy
boots, and a royal blue ski jacket
with patches.
He is 6'4", and weighs 170
pounds. He has dark hair, with a
groomed beard and moustache.
His parents are offering a $1,000
reward for any information
leading to his present whereabouts.
" n ~)109~ 1 ~\fif~ ~ ·jn.fi?rll}~!~n is
urged to cai l the Dover Pohce at
603-742-4646.
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Dan;c ers earn·.$ 13,000 for_Kidney Foundatio·n
By Joy Socaard
Hetzel Hall's Annual Dance-AThon to benefit the Kidney
Foundation was, simply, an
experience. 41 couples began at
6:00 p.m. on Friday, halfremained
by Sunday night, 48 hours later.
Peter Tufts won for the fourth
time, surpassing the remaining
couples in pledges. Peter's partner,
Lisa Hysler upon hearing they had
won the first prize trip to Bermuda
yelled "I feel great."
This -comment was repeated

throughout the weekend by
everyone-involved. The feeling that
"we're all in this together" made
for comraderie and deepened the
already high energy level. Bill
Vachon and Steve Bragdon both
agreed "it was worth it" and
Vachon added "it was the people
that kept me going." ·
Lisa Kalban, an exchange
student from San Die~o State
University in California wa~
enthusiastic about the people she
met, ''I have made so many new

friends."
Contrary to popular opm1on
none of the dancers "took it easy
for a few days prior to the
weekend. Everyone had a full day
Friday with classes or work. The
only preparation people took was
eating. Tufts agreed with Dana
Rosengard who· "ate a lot of
carbos."
Over $13,000 was pledged to the
N.H. Kidney Foundation, down
from $16,000 in 1980. Gia Pappas
and Gary Stuer, co-chairmen of
the dance committee felt this was

No direct finanCial aid is given to
due. to people who were there more
kidney patients in New
for t.he fun then. to make money.
Lmda Steussmg, Director : of Hampshire. The foundation feels
the N.H. Kidney Foundation that money given to individuals
found the whole weekend can only go so far as that person.
Money channelled into research
·~heartwarming." The proceeds
from the 1980 Dance-A-Thon can benefit many.
There are three kidney dialysis
~ade up half of :last year's total.
mcome for the Foundation. The centers in New Hampshire. In 1974
Foundation received its the first center opened in Concord
permanent charter last November with two patients. Today there are
in part because the income allowed ·54 Nationwide 'in 1972, 5,000
people were being treated at
the hiring of a full time director
one of the _prerequisites of getting dialysis centers, today 50,000
people are being treated.
a permanent ch!rter.
Steussing is looking into the
25% of the total income of the
poss1b1hty of starting a Dance-AN .H. Foundation goes to th~
National Kidney Foundation in Thon at Keene and Plymouth
State Colleges. She would like to
New York. Most of their income
goes . t.o ~esearch. The money get some kind of competition
remammg m N.H. goes for patient going among the three colleges.
Steve Perna who started the
services, public service and
J.'1 Ufc!)!)iUHdl

cl.I Ul.dlitm.

'

This · spring there will be a
patient workshop in Manchester,
an attempt to help patients and
t~eir families in com batting kidney
disease. Later this year the 1e
Found.ation is sponsoring a
professional symposium aimed at
technicians and nurses. They will
also be co-sponsoring a similar
symposium for doctors.

.

n~nce-A-Thnn

four years ago

while a student at UNH had no
idea how popular the ·event was to
become; "the feeling for me to walk
in and see this is incredible."
Keith Barrett and Barb Lyons
won second prize, a weekend trip
to the Ashworth-by-the-Sea. Kurt
Auger and Celeste Belreau won
third prize, two $50 gift certificates
to Radio Shack.

Lisa Thisdale boogies down during dance-a-thon competition. (Ned Finkel photo)

Serious offenses up at UNH

f,

By P. Rand Tracy
The number of serious offenses
brought before the University
Judicial Board has increased
compared to the same period last
year, according to Assistant Dean
of Students Robert Gallo.
During the fall semester of this
year about 55 cases, mostly alcohol
related, were brought to the Board
for consideration. Forty-tw~ of
those have been heard to date.
Four charges of sexual
harassment and one of physical
assault were considered last
semester ,along with several
vandalism cases. No cases of rape
were tried by the Board.
Gallo said that abuse of alcohol
is a major problem at UNH.
According to Gallo, 80 percent of
all cases that come before the
Board are in some way connected
with alcohol over-indulgence.
Gallo, who is in charge of
Judicial Board proceedings, said
the increase can be attributed to
two factors. "One is that the
institution is seeing that there are
acceptable patterns of behavior,
.and the faculty, administration
and students are becoming more
sensitive to quality living. In
essence, we 're not going to put up
with this kind of behavior." said
Gallo.
The second factor is that "not
only are people looking· harder at
standards, but there is an increase
'
of serious behavior."
"Most of the cases we deal with
have to do with alcohol. Students
are not allowed to use that as an
_
excuse."
Gallo was speaking of the
student conduct rule on page 17 of
Rights and Rules Manual which
1
st~es · t~a,.t ~d}'iri~ing may not be 1
I ~ J
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used as an excuse for the violation
of University rules or policies."
Gallo would not go into any
detail concerning these cases
because of the Buckley
Amendment. (The Family
Education Rights and Privacy Act
of 1974.)
The Buckley Amendment
provides all students the right to
private records in school. Thus if a
student goes. before the Judicial
Board, it is not public knowledge,
and information concerning their
actions cannot be given out.
Gallo said that most
punishments fit the crime. "Many
students have been suspended,
dismissed, and evicted from their
residence halls."
Twenty-five students serve on all
levels of the Judicial board system.
This m~ans that students are being
judged by their peers, as well as

faculty and staff members, ·Gallo
said.
Many cases that occur on and
off campus do not even go through
the U.N.H. judicial system. "You
can take your complaint to both
the district court and to our
judicial system," Gallo said. "What
the students need to know is that
ours ·is a system on campus where
you can get your rights protected."
Although the judicial system
process is in the preliminary stages
of a review, Gallo seems to feel that
it is working very well.
"The system has gone through
its own evolution and now,
members of the Board are able to
listen better. The results show up in
the appropriate sanctions given to
the students. Our judicial system is

Dance-a-thon winners Peter Tufts and Lisa Hysler. (Barbie Walsh
photo)

afinelytunedandfairlyrespon~ve ~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

institution."Gallosaid.

Resident assistants

Board Weighs values ·~!!!:~ f oiBy Darryl Cauchon
Existing in the hope of bringing
unbiased justice to alleged
violators of UNH rules. the
Judiciary Board holds weekly
hearings for minor and major
i11fractions occurring outside
residential areas.
The Judicial Board consists of
four students and three faculty
members and. on the average. they
handle one case a week. Charges
range from sexual assault to theft
and assault(fights). Residential
Area ·.Boards hand lo- i mindr

For those of you who are finding
college expenses just a little too
high, then maybe you would be
residential violations.
The Judiciary Board is different interested in a job that rewards fr~e
from the public court system in room and board. Then agam
that a certain violation doesn't maybe not.
The job of a Residential
necessarily merit a certain
punishment. according to Jenni Assistant (R.A.) entails a great
deal of responsibility, pressure,
Hall. UNH judicial coordinator.
••The Judiciary Board is more a and time. There are many rewards
value type of thing. If he feels truly_ for this. but one question will
sorry for his offense a~d he has no always linger. Are R.A. 's abused'!
For ma_ny University of New
past offenses then he probably
Hampshire students, their job as
won't get so heavy a penalty," said
an R.A. yields mixed . feelings.
Hall.
When a student decides that he
CASE. page si', , . , l
, A\l~n-t.s .·!O • be<;ome ,an, R.A ·a· job .
'

'

.I

•

,.

~!i~~~~!n~h~

things that are expected of him,
and each R.A. understands these
expectations.
According to Sarah Whitney,
seventh floor Stoke Hall R.A., she
is expected to be a role model,
"educationally and academically. as
well as ~ocially and culturally.
Whitney says she is also
responsible for upholding dorm
rules, counseling students w.ith
problems and enforcing discipline.
In exchange for this, R.A. 's
receive room and board, and
"Satisfaction once in a while", says
·
Whitney.
,R,e\rs,~ge,18
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car, however, Mr. Handler will not
By Darryl Cauchon
hesitate to pick up hitch hikers
Although he· tends to disagree,
destined for UNH. "This is going
Eugene S. Handler, husband of
to spoil it. Now they're going to
UNH President Evelyn Handler,
know who I ani." Handler saict.
has been a mysterious and
The use of signs stating_
unknown figure to most UNH
destination& is highly recommendstudents.
ed by Mr. Handler ·aqd he
"Why would . anyone want to
expressed his delight in seeing a
know about me?" Mr. Handler
sign recently that read 'Durham,
asked jokingly as he puffed his
thank-you.'
pipe.
The people and atmosphere of
Mr. Handler, a soft spoken
New Hampshire have impress.ed
biology. prnfessor at New York
.
City's Hunter College, is currently · the city-dwelling Handler. .
"Everyone' has 'been very nice.
"helping his family get settled"
this is my first vi.sit and I enjoy
while enjoying a sabbatical leave.
New Hampsliire very much. We
"This is the first time in my life
I've had time to sit and think and I 'had-a marvelous autumn. It's a
very beautiful area."
recommend it highly to everyone."

=

·Mr

DOVER

H~ndln ,

nnt

Pntirely ·-

.staying idle, is currently writing a
,short textbook on biology in
addition to giving lectures and
seminars at UNH.
Along with taking UNH's noncredit course in bicycle repair and
maintenance, Mr. Handler enjoys
his work, family, jogging, tennis
,
and walking.
"Walking is one of the things I
miss from New York City.
Everyone rides in cars here."
When it is necessary to take the

Rom an<i raic;ed in New York

City, Mr. Handler attended New
York City College and did
graduate studies at New York
University where he met his wife, .
Evelyn, in a biology lab. After
' obtaining his degree he began his
teaching duties at Hunter College.
"Many faculty don't move
around, especially in the field of
science, because of all the research
being done."

HANDLER, Page 5

Eugene Handler.
(Jackie Horn photo)

Jock
s~psover

Valentine

gift.
Dear Ann:
Athletically I'm an AllAmerican. Romantically
I'm a nerd. I'm in love
with a fox. But the competition is rough. What'll I
give her for Valentine's Day?
Nervously Yours, .
Chicken Hunk

COUNSELING CENTER

Dear Chicken:
Don't punt. Send her
flowers. It's probably the
best play you ever made.
And the easiest.Just go to
your nearest FTD Florist.
He has the perfect
Valentine gift. A beautiful
bouquet that comes in a
special bud vase. Even
better, you can afford it.
Remember, when in
doubt, rely on the magic of
flowers. It's the only way a
chicken can catch a fox.
Good hunting.

A series of informal, experiential workshops designed to help you explore
ways of. understanding issues of personal interest.

All wor:kshops are free, are held at the Cou·nseli.ng and Testing Center,
Schofield House and are facilitated by professional staff members. You calf
reserve a space by calling 862·2090.
Februar~ 11

How To Be A Healthy
Homosexual

Kathy Speare
Jo-Ellen Yale

7:00 p.m.

Febrarary 18

Responding To The Suicidal
Feelings Of Others

David Cross

7:00 p.m.

Alternative Lifestyles:
Options for the Future.

Kathy Speare

7:00 p.m.

March 4

Test Anxiety

David Cross

7:00 p.m.

March 11

Breaking-Up

Robert Congdon

7:00 p.m.

March 25

Eating Concerns: A Yardstick
for Self-Image

Cynthia Shar
Ellen Becker

7:00 p.m.

ARril 1

Monogamy: Fact or Fiction

Jo-Ellen Yale
Nancy Cray

7:00 p.m.

April 8

Meditation

Tom Dubois

.7:00 p.m.

April 15

Coming to Terms with Death
and Dying

Ellen Becker
Tom Dubois

7:00 p.m.

April 22

Women Loving Women:
Relationships Between Gay
and Straight Women

Kathy Speare

7:00 p.m.

February 25
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Most Workshops will run approximately 2 hours.

Helping you say it right.
The FTD Valentine Bud Vase is
usually available for less than
$10.00. As an independent
businessman. each FTD Flori~!
sets his own prices. Service
charges and delivery may be
additional. 1t 19a1 Florists'
Transworld Oe1i~Y! •• .~
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"I'm delighted, very excited,
very happy, and very proud of her,
I think she's very good at her work
and is doing an excellent job at
UNH. The whole family is proud
of her."
.. She hasn't changed and more
time can be spent with her as the
work ioad dwindles. Earlier she
would come home at night with a
stack of papers under her arm. I'd
ask her what they were and she'd
say, "It's my homework
for
tonight."
"I don't advise her on thin_gs
concerning UNH but occasionally
she talks things out with me, using
ine as a squnding board."
Mr. Handler was not reluctant
to admit that his wife's salary
exceeds his own.... think that it;s
more than well known that a
university president makes more
than a college professor but that
they work harder and they should
make more."

continued from page 4
Although he has a committment
to teach at Hunter College, Mr.
Handler did not rule out the
possibility of teaching at UNH in
the future.
··1 don't know as yet. I'm
committed to go back to Hunter
College for another year and a
half, so I have one and a half years
to decide." Handler said.
Meanwhile, the · problem of
commuting after his return to New
York is still unsolved, according to
Mr. Handler.
"I find myself in an interesting
position. I find myself missing New
York but I love New Hampshire
intem:ely. "

Mr. Handler said he is happy
about his wife's appointment as
UNH president.

Mr. Handler finds UNH
students younger looking than
those of Hunter College and
marveled at how "quiet and
peaceful" the UNH campus is.
During a small tour of the newly
renovated house, with soft rock
station WCID faintly playing, Mr.
Handler commented, ••1 think
keeping a neat house is
important." He added, however,
that he tends to keep his ..eyes
closed" when visiting his son's
room at Hamilton College.

·PLAYE·R PIANO
FOR SALE
$250 as is. Will refinish
and rebuild to order.

Gulbransen Console - Ebony,
like new - $1400.00 .
Pianos repaired & regulated
RaymondDesjardins 2 Freeman C1.
Dover. N.H . 742-5919

({TUARr 'llAlftE~
New fad! New fashion! New fun!

DICKIES WOR~ CLOTHES
(in ctelicious colors)

February 10-17
Cafeteria

J Large donut selection
4 Toasted bagels

.J Continental breakfast: 2 eggs scrambled,
toast, and Juice, 75c.

J NlghtGrm:·4 rim. to 7:30 p.m., Mon-Thurs.

Catering

I

J Lunch to go, or have us dellverfor 10% extra.

..J Bulk orders: call 2·2484

Chinos $13.95
in delicious colors ·

Cat's Closet
J Loversl Last call ·

J~mpsuits

a

../Remember your valentine with cards candy..[ See our gift llne for Valentine's day.

Navy or Brown
regularly $25.99

Information Center
../Lost and found service
Send found Items to MUB Info Center.
..(Have you lost mittens, hats, or eyeglasses?
· Check Items on hand now.

Liquor Service

$12.99_

Corduroy $15.99
Bib overalls
Tan, Navy, Brown
· regularly $19.95

./Cash and open bars: call 2-2484

Pistachio's
../St. Valentine's Day: $2.00GlftCertlflcates
· available.
./Sundaes: hot fudge, hot butterscotch,
strawberry

Pub
.JThurs&Sun: R1ck Bean, new It Oldies
../ Fri: Devonsquare-, folk rock band
../Sat: Peter Sellers Fiim Festival: ~ ·ca·s1no Royal,"
starring Woody Allen and the ''The Wrong Box,''
starring Dudley Moore.
JNextWeekend: President

Also:
Madewell & Dee Cee
Corduroys
- "$16.99 .
regularly $21

Ticket Office
.J Feb 1O: Ralph Nader, 8 p.m.
JFeb 11: Andre Koles, Illusionist, 8 p.m.

-

J Feb 11: National Theatre of the Deaf, 8 p. m ~
J Feb 12: Little Theatre of the Deaf, 10:30 a. m.

.J Feb 12: National Theatre of the Deaf, 8 p. m .
..{Feb14:BonnJeRaltt,8 1p.m. ··.;:·...... .·............·.· ..
.
I
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Downtown Dyrham
Next to Youngs Restaurant
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look for someone with a
: continued from p~ge three
broad range of ideas. People who
Po.tential members for the are not afraid to voice their
Board are .interviewed and opinions and will give their views
recommended to Dean Gallo for to get to one consensus. I also like a
approval by Jenni Hall and Maria lot df different views on the
Levondowski, chairperson of board," said Hall.
••11ook for st'fong characteristics
Student Services.
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in a person who'll .judge his peers
objectively, who can work with
other people and respect . other
opinions," Levondowski said.
A Judicial Board. training
session is required before sitting on
the board, Hall said.
.. We tell them how the board
works, let them sit in on cases as
o_ ~servers, have debriefing
sessions. They can ask questions,
and two and a half hours is spent
with me on ongoing training
sessions. T·hey have to read the
rights and rules of UNH but the
best training is to see more and
more cases,;, said Hall.
Members are warned to hold
information concerning Board
sessions confidential and are

dismissed if information leaks out
.
to other parties.
Defendants must be notified by
the Dean of Student' Office three
days before their scheduled
appearance. Written notifications
inform the student of the alleged
violations, when and where it
h.appened, who reported it, his
nght to appeal and the time
and place of th_e hearing.
Alleged violators have the
option of an open hearing, but
few defendants prefer one, Hall
said.
At a hearini, after the charge is
read, evidence is presented by the
defendant as well as the person
bringing the char~e. Only evidence

Special PurChase
Printed

Turtlenecks
by Trousers Up

OUR VALENTINE T~LE ·
IS iffiADy FDR.YOU TOO

Reg: 14. NOW 9.99

C_ome in and make your cards at

THE OUT BACK

12 COLORS/PRINTS
All Sales Fin.11
No

·

laY·.l\way~

Main St. - Durham
. COME IN AND SEE OUR NEW
CANDY DEPARTMENT

which. the witness-has seen directly
may be used.
The J~dicial Board has the
author.itv to issue the following
penalties (least to most severe).
'
For minor offenses:
-Verbal warning.
-Letter of warning: Placed
in student's temporary file for a
specific period of time.
(Temporary files are records
destroyed upon graduation.)
-Letter of censure: placed in
temporary file and may be used ·in
determining future penalties.
-Service project related to the
violation.
-Restitution: Paying for
damaged or stolen property.
-Disciplinary proba.tfon: Unable
to participate in extracurricular
·
acttvltles.
For major penalties:
-Jeopardy: A suspension stayed
for a certain period of time and
enforced if any further violation,
regardless of how serious, occursr
-Eviction: Removal from a
residence hall.
-Suspension or Dismissal:
Suspension is separation from
UN H for a stated period of time.
Dismissal denotes a long-term
separation but the student may be
readmitted if deemed worthy..
-Penalties are .suggested by the
resident assistant who reported the
violation and fifty percent of the
time it is carried out, Hall said.
-The alleged violator has the
right to be assisted by an advisor
and names of trained advisors are
given to defendants prior to
hearings.
-Appeals can be filed after a
decision is reached but the Judicial
Appeals Board must find
substantial ground for a rehearing .
.. Fifty percent (of the cases) are
appealed and , so far this year, none
of the appeals have been granted,"
said Hall.

Alumni, Facultu, students, stan, and Friends 01 ma un1uars1tu are
1nu1tad to talla oart In The Alumni Association's 1nternat1ona1
Educational traual programs onared during spring breall.
Portugal and Madeira
Slli Iha Austrian AIDS
march 13·21 $779* par oarson
st. Anton, Austria
dbl. OCCUP.
march 13·21 $865* oer person
Your Portuaa11madelra Trio Includes:
dbl. OCCUP.
-Roundtrip Jet Flight from Boston
Your Austria Siii Trio Includes:
-Roundtrip Jet Flight from Boston to Zurich
-Complimentary in-flight meals and beverages
-Baggage Assistance upon arrival Zurich ·
-Roundtrip transfers from airport to hotel ·
-Hotel accommodations for 7 nights in St.
Anton, Austria
-Continental breakfast daily
-Dinner ~:pch evening of yoyr .$tay in St.
.
· .·
Anton •
-All hotel and transportation taxes
-Services of local host in Austria

*plus 150/o taxes I sarulcas

-Complimentary beverage and meal service 1n
flight
_-Airport transfers in Lisbon and Madeira
-First class hotel accommodations for 7 nights
Lisbon - 4 nights
Madeira - 3 nights
-Continental breakfast daily
-~hree evening meals in Madeira and one
evening meal in Lisbon
~Welcome wine and cheese party
-Half-day sightseeing tour of Lisbon
-Half-day sightseeing tour of Madeira
-All hotel taxes and service charges
-U.S. Airport departure tax

Al?o: Third Annual _Bermuda Reunion May 1-6
$549 per persoo dbl. occup. plus 1 5% taxes and services

*PIUS
150/o taxes
I services

FOR RESERVATIOn FORMS OR FURTHER llFORftllTIOn PLEASE CALL THE Alumni OFFICE 882-2040
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campus calendar

. I

Abortion

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 10
·coNSUMER/TENANT AWARENESS WEEK: Practical
Energy Conservation. Sponsored by Commuter/ Transfer
Center. Strafford Room, Memorial Union, Noon-I p.m.
STUDENT RECITAL: Bratton Recital Hall, Paul Creative
Arts Center, I p.m.
AN . EVENING WITH RALPH NADER: The Keynote
speaker for Consumer/Tenant Awareness Week. Sponsored
by Commuter/. Transfer Center and MUSO. Granite State
Room, Memorial Union, 8 p.m. Admission: Students $1;

continued from page one

on Constitutional Amendments,
respectively.
The transitipn from the
moderate Carter administration to
the conservative Reagan
administration symbolizes the
power of the New Right. Reagan
promised an amendment
outlawing abortion during his
campaign.
Norm D'Amours and Gordon
Humphrey are sponsors of the bill
in New Hampshire.
The other speakers at Friday's
meeting were Joan Lovering,
Cyndy McGovern, an~ State
Representative Chris Wood from
Portsmouth.
The meeting attracted 130
people to the UnitarianUniversalist Church on 292 State
Street in Portsmouth. The
-panelists spoke for about an hour,
followed by a question-andanswer period of equal length.
There were three recognizable
members of the right-to-life forces
in the audience. Steve and Debbie
Mears identified themselves as
rmembers of Seacoast right to life.
•The said they had picketed every
Monday at the New Hampshire
Feminist Health Center where
abortions are performed in
Portsmouth.
Two weeks after the center
began performing abortions in
August, an irate father broke into
the center and assaulted one of the
people who work there. Joel
Borges' daughter had been
scheduled to have an abortion, but
the appointment had been
cancelled. Borges was convicted of
criminal trespass and assault.
Because of the harassment of the
pro-life forces, members of the
community have volunteered to
serve as marshals to protect
women entering the center. This
harassment is verbal as well as
physical. "'Why are you going to
kill your baby?' they shout" said a
marshall, who was present at the
meeting.
Abortion is a very complicated
issue.
The question is not whether it is
right or wrong, although some
people see it that way.
"No one is really pro-abortion"
said Liz Day, the director of the
Portsmouth Women's Resource
Center. "It's a very sad and
unpleasant alternative."
Day's center counsels women
. who are trying to decide whether to
have an abortion: she stressed that
the center is careful to present both
sides of the· issue.
The question is whether the
. government should involve itself in
the matter.
Deciding whether or not to have
a child is a difficult, emotional and
intensely personal issue.
The point made last Friday
night was that if the silent majority
does not involve itself in the
upcoming battle, · the wellorganized minority may take away
a right we have learned to take for
granted.

Interested in
· writing or
photography
. Room ·l51
. .· '/MUB:

non-students $2.50. Tickets: Memorial Union Ticket Office
· and at the door.
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY II
CONSUMER/TENANT AWARENESS WEEK: Shopping
Economically. Sponsored by Commuter/Transfer Center.
Strafford Room, Memorial Union, Noon-I p.m.
. WEDNESDAY-AT-NOON SERIES: How to avoid Giving
Up Your Kingdom for a Peanut Butter Sandwich. Carol
Courser, Cooperative Extension Service. Sponsored by the
Commuter/Transfer Center. Strafford Room, Memorial
Union, Noon.
PHYSICS COLLOQUIUM: A New Look at the Changing
Solar Diameter. Dr. Jack Edy, National Center for :
Atmospheric Research, Boulder, Colorado. Room 152 '
(Howes Auditorium), DeMeritt, 4 p.m.
EARTH SCIENCES COLLOQUIUM: Silicate
Immiscibility in Magmas. Dr. Nelson Eby, Department of :
Earth Sciences, University of Lowell, Massachusetts. Room :
119, James Hall, 4-5 p.m.
CARJ:J:R NIOIIT SI:RIJ:S: C.arccrs in Fim1ncc. Sponsored ,

-

G4il976 - .

Backgammon Tournament
~very Wed.-8:00 pm
_. -· A7r:]J

431 -" 1 • S
38 State t.
Portsmouth

Come Enjoy Fine FfJod, Drink M t h
and Entertainment
as Ve~c arge
1sa
American Express

new-

LONDON • MADRID
STRASBOURG • FLORENCE

*Variety of

I courses offered *

I No language background

THURSDAY,FEBRUARY12

. ---~

I required * Financial aid

available *Summer programs
I available in Italy, Great Britain & East Africa.

I

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

I

Addrcs.s

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

I City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State _ _ _ _ Zip _ _ __
I Program oflnterest - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - l:Or more infonnation and application. return to Michael Calo. Division off
1International
Programs Abroad, 335 Comstock Ave .• Syracuse, New York, I

L•!!IO, te[ (3~ ~~!:_ -
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· by Alumni Association. Elliott- Alumni Center, 7 p.m.,
Refreshments served. For information, call Elaine Dewey, :
862-2040.
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL: vs. Providence College.
Lundholm Gym, Field House, 7 p.m.
MEN'S BASKETBALL: vs. Holy Cross, Lundholm Gym,
Field House, 7:30 p.m General Admission $2.50.
MEN'S WRESTLING: vs. Plymouth State. Lundholm Gym,
Field House, 7:30 p.m.
NEW/OLD CINEMA: "Alexander Nevsky." Room 110,
'Murkland, 7:30 p.m.
ANDRE KOLE: World renowned illusionist. Sponsored by .
Campus Crusade for Christ. Granite State Room, Memorial
Union, 8 p.m. Admission: students $4; non-students $5; and,
$I discount for groups of ten or more. Tickets: Memorial
Union Ticket Office or at the door.
CELEBRITY SERIES: The Eugene O'Neill Theater Center's
National Theatre of the Deaf. For the past 13 years the
National Theatre of the Deaf has delighted and astonished
audiences on three continents with exuberant and colorful
'work in an exciting -inediUni, the -theater .of visual
language. The comapay will present two performances of
their new production, "The Iliad, Play by Play," a comic,
cosmic dramatization of the world's greatest.. .. adventure
story. Johnson Theater, Paul Creative Arts Center, 8 p.m.
UNH students and senior citizens $6.50 in advance; general
admission $8.50.

-

-

-

__: - _J

Cat Nip ·Pub

-

EXTENDED

HAPPY HOURS
3:00 p.m.~
7:00 p.m:-

FRIDAY FEBRUARY 13

.MondayFri.day
COME WATCH GENERAL
l·:r·J···H(!)S-PITA:~ WI~ US~~:~

WINTER CARNIVAL: A Flurry of Fantasy. ,, A winter
weekend of fantasy featuring a bonfire, the AGR torch run,
Greek Night of Sin, Snow games, Winter Carnival Dance,
snow sculptures, and more. Sponsored by Office of Students
.Activities. Opening ceremonies begin 6:30 p.m. on the MVB
hill with the arrival of the Carnival torch. Also, bonfire and
singing by the New Hampshire Gentlemen.
CELEBRITY SERIES: Little Theatre of the Deaf. A
performance for children consisting of three parts: I) an
introduction to sign _language with a theme; 2) two or three
short pieces; and 3) an improvisational portion called "Your
Game," based on a theme suggested by the audience. Johnson
Theater, Paul Creative Arts Center, 10:30 a.m. Admission:
Children $2; adults $3.
AIP SEMINAR: Butterfly Clusters: Yesterday and Today. J.
Ciejka, Chemistry. Iddles L-103, Parsons Hall, I I a.m.- noon.
CONSUMER/ TEN ANT AWARENESS W. EEK:
Nutritional Food Preparation. Sponsored by
Commuter/Transfer Center. Strafford Room; Memorial
Union, N oon-1 p.m.
CELEBRITY SERIES: The Eugene O'Neill Theater Center's
National Theatre of the Deaf. Johnson Theater, Paul
Creative Arts Center, 8 p.m. UNH students and senior
citizens $6.50 in advance; general admission $8.50.
MARINE PLANT ECOLOGY IN GREAT BAY: Lecture by
.Arthur C. Mathieson, Jac~son Estaurine Laboratory.
Sponsored by Sigma Xi. Iddles auditorium, Parsons Hall, 8
p.m.
MU B PUB: Rick Bean with music for dancing. 8 p.m. Cover
charge 50¢.

.

WINTER CARNIVAL: Greek Night of Sin, Memorial
Union, 8-1 I p.m. And the Winter Carnival Dance with the
"Sounds Unlimited," Granite State Room, Memorial Union,
l I p.m.-2 a.m. Sponsored by Office Of Student Activities.
CONSUMER/TENANT AWARENESS WEEK: UNH
Housing slide show. Sponsored by Commuter/Transfer
Center. Strafford Room, Memorial Union, Noon-I p.m .
MATHEMATICS COLLOQUIUM: Dr. Paul Rosenbaum,
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Arlington, Virginia .
.... Jlp;om .J35 ~ip.gsbury Hal~ 3A p.m ·
- / •, . ·
1;1uB PUB: ·bevonsquare/ folk rock b nd. 8 p.m. '<:~~ver
Char
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Notices·
ACADEMIC
FIELD EXPERIENCE FOR LIFE SCIENCES AND
AGRICULTURE STUDENTS: Find aoademically
related jobs. Earn Field experience credit. Especially for
Animal Science, Biochemistry, Botany, Entomolgy,
Plant Science majors. Sponsored by DCE Field
Experience Program. Thursday, February 12, Belknap
·
Room, Memorial Union, 1-2 .p;.rn.
WSBE ADVISING OFFICE: Will be accepting intercollege transfer applications Feb'tuary 9-27. Contact
Advising Office, McConnell Hall ·ror more information
or call 862-3885.
1980-1981 a,M1c EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY
GRANTSc·~'beadline for applications( for currenti ,
academic year is March 15, 1981. Changes will permit
some ineligible students to receive 1980-1981 BEOG's.
Applications available in Financial Aid Office, Room
207, Thompson Hall.
ATHLETIC
UNH SHOTOKAN KARATE CLUB: Now forming.Biweekly instruction to all those interested in studying
Japanese style Martial Art. Meets every Tuesday and
Wednesday . from 7-9 p.m. in the Press Box at Field
House. For more information contact Steve Warren at
742-8746 or Judy Heller at the Field House at 862-2031.
CAREERS
SUMMER JOB FAIR: Employers from various areas to
talk with interested job seekers.. Thursday, February 12,
Granite State Room. Memorial Union . 10 a m - 4 nm
SELECTING A MAJOR WORKSHOP: Sponsored by
Career Planning. Counseling and Testing and Liberal
Arts Advising. Tuesday, February IO, Carroll / Belknap
Room, Memorial Union, 3-5 p;m.
FUTURES PROGRAM: Exploring Career __qptions.
Sponsored by Career Planning and Placement,
Counseling and Testing Center, and the Liberal Arts
Advising Center. Wednesday, February 11 , Grafton
Room, Memorial Union, 2: 104 p.m.
CAREERS IN FINANCE~ Sponsored by the Alumni
Association. Wednesday, February 11, Elliott Alumni
Center, 7 p.m. For more information call Elaine Dewey,
862-2040.
RESUME WRITING WORKSHOP: Lecture and
discussion on written job-getting communication
techniques·. Sponsored by Career Planning and
Placement. Thursday, February 12, Forum Room,
Library, Noon.
CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS
STUDENTS FOR RECYCLING: Find out how your
dorm can start recycling cans. Tuesday, February IO,
Room 218, Hamilton Smith, 8 pm. For more
information go to our table outside Memorial Union
_
Cafeteria, Fridays, 11 :30-1 p.m.
SOLAR ENERGY COALITION: Meeting to plan "Sun
Day." Thursday, February 12, Room 146-B. Memorial
Union, 12:30 p.m.
NEW HAMPSHIRE OUTING CLUB: Blue Circle
Business Meeting. Officers positions available. Elections
held in March. Tuesday,' February IO, Sullivan Room,
Memorial Union, 6 p.m.
SIMlJLATION GAMES CLUB: Open gaming. Friday,
February 13 and Saturday, February 14,
Carroll/ Belknap Room, 6 to closing.
WOMEN'S CENTER MEETING: Open to all.
Wednesday, February 11. Room 134, Memorial Union, 7
p.m.
STUDENTS FOR RECYCLING: Corne join us and
help us regenerate recycling on campus. Tuesday,
February IO, Room 218, Hamilton Smith, 8 p.m.
TUESDAY NIGHT LIVE: Campus Crusade for Christ.
Tuesdays, Room 207, Horton Social Science Center, 78:30 p.m.
COMPUTER SERVICES
For registration or information on the courses listed

below, please call 862-3527, or stop by Room 2E, Stoke
Cluster.
LOGIN/TUTORIAL: For individual help about specific
problems. Every Tuesday and Thursday, Stoke Cluster,
8-9:30 a.m.
BEGINNING SOS: Course provides instruction in
creating an editing program and data files on the DECIO.
(Knowledge of a texf editor is a prerequistite to other
mini courses.) Thursday, February 12, Stoke Cluster,24
p.m.
BEGINNING TECO: Course provides instruction on
creating and editing program and data files on the
DECIO. (Knowledge of a text editor is a prerequistite to
several other mini course.) Thursday, February 12, Stoke
Cluster, 6-8 p.m.
UNHFRM : Video-screen formatting program for data
entry. Monday, February 16, Stoke Cluster, 24 p.m.
Prerequisites: Beginning Timesharing; Beginning SOS of
Beginning TECO useful.
COUNSELING AND TESTING CENTER
JOGGING-RUNNING / SUPPORT. GROUP: Biweekly group now forming. Learn about the physical
stress reducir.g benefits of regular, ' non-competive
exercise. For joggers and those that have never jogged.
For .information call David Cross, 2-2090.
HOW TO BE A HEAL THY HOMOSEXUAL
WORKSHOP: One of a series of informal workshops to
heln exnlore w;.iys of 1incierst:-1n<iing isstw<; of nero;;onal

interest . Sponsored by Counseling and Testing Center.
Wednesday, February 11 , Schofield House, 7 p.m. Please
call to reserve a space,2-2090.
THE MEDIA AND FEMALE ATTRACtIVNESS: A
Yardstick for Self-lrnage. Pat Flemming, Theater and
Communication Department. Informal workshops on
issues of interests to returning students. Tuesday,
February IO, Sullivan Room; Memorial Union, 12:30-2
p.m.
GENERAL
DEUTSCHE KAFFEESTUNDE (GERMAN
COFFEEHOUSE): Hallo Freunde! Os ist soweit!
Wirtreffen uns diesen Mittwoch zu gewohnter Aeit (vier
Uhr) in Aimmer Nr. 9 im Murkland Geraude. Kaffee und
Geback ist in rauhen Mengen vorhanden, und an
Stimmung wird esebenfalls nichtfehelen! Bis dahin!
Wednesday, February 11, Room 9 Murkland Hall, 4
p.m.
YOUTH SWIM INSTRUCTORS
· NEEDED: Experienced swimming instructors are
needed to teach the Youth Swim Program which is
conducted for community youth by the UNH
Department of Recreational Sports. Must have current
WSI. Contact Lynn, Room 151, Field House, 862-2031.
LIFEGUARD POSITIONS AVAILABLE: Positions
available for the summer at the UNH outdoor pool. AIS
required and WSI preferred.· Contact Jeane Modern,
Room 151, Field House, 862-2031.
PRE-VET AND ANIMAL INDUSTRY CLUB: Dr.
Meehan (large animal veterinarian) will speak on his
practice. His presenttion will include some preventive
medicine and a slide show .. Thursday, February 12,
Room 20 I, Parsons Hall, 7:30 p.m.
STUDENT TELEVISION NETWORK: Tuesday,
February IO: "Parts, The Clonus Horror,'191 minutes),
Cafeteria, Memorial Union; Wednesday, February It:
"The Deep," (123 minutes), Strafford Room, Memorial
, Union, Both at 9 p.rn.
FINANCIAL AID APPLICATION MATERIAL FOR
1981-82: Now availaqle in the Financial Aid Office, 207
Thompson Hall, and on Mondays and Wednesdays,
Memorial Union, 11 a.m.-1 p.m.
GREEK NIGHT OF SIN: Dance sponsored by the
Greek Counsel. Friday, February 13, Granite State
Room, Memorial Union, IO p.m.- I a.m. 50¢ Cover ·
charge. Proceeds go to charity.

Corps
.continued from page t'!o
..There is not much difference
b.etween rich and poor," said
Diamond ... Anyone who wanted
to work could get land free.
. Everyone in the village could feel
proud. There was a great sense of
cooperation in the village. They
had a society based on
cooperation, whereas ours is based
on competition."
"I saw a society that has a totally
different basis. Their decisions are
' based on consensus-the results are
better," Diamond said.
Diamond said that Togolese
men often had three to four wives,
but that it was considered an asset.
"The eo-wives were of great
support to each other.
According

ta

Di~mnnd ,

thi>

Togolese women were not
subservient. They had their own
fields and supported themselves as
well as their kids. They were strong
and independent. women, as well as
being very good mothers. Tl}~y
had women's lib long before we
.
~ did.
"I saw mothering that was so
natural. The childcare was really
super. There was a lot of closeness
and body contact. The discipline .
was gentle but thorough. The
children were carried on the
mother's back and they · were
constantly with their mother, even
·
· when she was out in the field.
It made it easier for me to do
· mothering," said Diamond, who is
. the mother of two boys. "When I
had l?roblems those_memories gav~

me the confidence and-persi~tenc·Q
··
·
to work them out."
New food was another~
adjustment to make. Mello go·t
used to eating ''a great deal of rice .
Also there was boiled millet which
is a grain - awful. There were a lot
of sauces, and smoked and dried
fish. There were always grubs and
slugs in the food. You never get
used to that."
When he was off the road for a
day or two he would prepare
western and french style food. He
also did some hunting. Most of the
Peace Corps workers could afford
to have a "houseboy" and Mello
said his cooked some great dishes.
"I wish I'd gotten the recipes."
Diamond w:ecf to t>:-it hi>r lunch

at the marketplace which "only
cost a few pennies. I had to get used
to the stew which had red pepper in
it. It burned! There were small
animals in the stew that were
caught that day in the forest, as
well as vegetables and fish. You
could pick which part of the fish
you wanted. The head was a
delicacy and the first line ·(of
Toglese) I learned was, 'I do not eat
heads."'
Diamond had a refrigerator that
was run by kerosene and a three
burner camping stove that she used
to cook on. She got water from a
well which she boiled and then
filtered. She had chlorine tablets
that she took eve:y day.
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S'IT DE:-\T R EYl'ALS
For the 81-82 school year, walking distance to campus. 2bedroom units for 3 or 4 students, $3,000/ semester. Onebedroom units for 2 students $1,800/ semester . Find your
own roommate. we· pay for heat and hot .w~ter . For an
appointment call 868-5542, ask for NICK.

TERRY
and the

lJ~'s
mursdau,
Feb. 12

no cover

call

862-1490 862-1124

Wildwood
lounge

CONFUSED
About Pres. Reagan's
New Econo:Diic Program?
D Yes
DYes

Jttolfotd: avenue,

dutham, n.h. (603) 862-za1s

-ITOllE ·CHURCH
THE
on the hill in Newmarket
659 6321
Wed. & Th_urs.

If "Yes'.', come to a DEBATE
between Profs. Rosen and Irwin of
the Economi_c Dept. Thurs., Feb.. 19
at 1 o'clock in McConnell Hall.
Sponsored_by the Economics Honor ·Society
. Ne~ l\(lembers Always Welcomel
.

1'\•~'-~J-;;) .

v,..;c; .-;:.;

.--~~-, ~"."-\ .~~"'"~~,,~ :_~•

._

Bill Morrissey
Fri. & Sat.

Incredible Casuals
· (Formall~· TraYis~Sho~k hai~d)

--DANCING
Doors open at 8 p.m
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Corps·

Doctor Edward Gognig and
Doctor Karl Erdmann, optometrists
proudly announce the addition of
a full-service optical dispe~sary
to their Durham Optometric Center
at 4 Newmarket Road (across
from the Durham Town Hall).
Phone 868-5737

continued from page eight·
Mello took iodine tablets and
drank powdered milk .because the
milk there was unpasteurized.
"Health was a definite
problem," said Diamond, "though
they were very clean people. There
were so many endemic diseases like
malaria. There were fevers all the
time. There was a protein problem
and an occasional child in the
hospital would die from it."
Both agreed- that loneliness
could be a problem and that living
alone was something a volunteer
had to be able to do.
"Everyone had Mali friends,"
said Mello. "American traits come
out in a situation li'ke that. The
gregariousness and trusting.·~
"They are. a very gift-giving
society," said Diamond. "They
give gifts to establish relationships.
They are very warm and
hospitable. They make you feel
very much like family."
Both of them listened to the
BBC to hear about U.S. news.
Mello also listened to the Voice of
Moscow and Peking. He got
TIME magazine, "two or three
weeks Jate which 1 literally
devourecr.-Even the page nu"mbers.
The NY Times provides a service
by sending a supplement free to
Peace Corps volunteers. That
came about a month late."
Mello said the African emphasis
on hospitality has changed him.
"My dealings have become a little
slower, more cordial. Americans
over there are at first very abrupt."
Mello said a volunteer must be ·
extremely perceptive, tolerant and
diplomatic. "You must put
yourself into the position of the
people· you are dealing with. Be
very flexible.
"l would highly recommend it
for anyone who wants to do
national service. It is a rare
opportunity to see yourself and
America through contrast."
Anyone interested in either
Peace Corps or VISTA is
encouraged to call collect ( 617)
223-7366.

OPTICAL SERVICES
NOW AVAILABLE INCLUDE:
complete frame repairs
large frame selection
quality Jens fabrication
frame adjustments
contact Jens supplies
low vision aids

OPTOMETRIC SERVICES
STILL INCLUDE:

soft and hard cont~ct lens fitting
routine vision examinations
periatric vision examinations
vision training, visual hygiene
suggestions_9~velopmental vision
diagnosis and treatment

10% Student & Senior Cit. Discount
hours Monday through Thursday 10-5. Evening hours by appointment.

29 Main St.
Durham

Phone
868-7051

Hours
M-S 9-5:30
Th & F till 7

BERMODA
· FROM ONLY $279.00

plus 15% tax and service

MARCH· APRIL Wee_
k ly Saturday Departures
PRICE INCLUDES:
• Roundtrip jet transportation from Boston or N.Y.
• 8 days/7 night~ accommodations
• Round-trip transfers from airport
• Ari taxes and gratuities (except 5.00 BDA tax)
• Fu!! breakfast and d!~r.er {hotel package)
• Fully-equipped kitchenettes
• College week activities
Plus Exclusive
• Welcome Party with Bermuda Strollers
• Free Beer and Souvenirs
• Admission to Night Clubs and more
Limited Space

Act Now
Mail $25.00 Deposit To:·

Adventures In Travel
1200 Post Road East
Westport, Conn. 06880

Are you having trouble knowing what you want to do?
Besides earning money, why do you want to work?
How can you make your past experience work for you?
If you would like to explore answers to these questions
come to:

EXPLORING CAREER OPTIONS
Wednesday, February 11
2: 10-4:00 PM
Grafton Room - MU B
Career Programs Sponsored by:

or wr.ite or call for brochure and information (203) 226-7421

Career Planning & Placement Service
Counseling & Testing Center
Libera.I Arts Advising C~nter

-- - - - - - - - - - -

Basketball

Where Fa Gm You Buy ~ription
Ler&5 For 1.$ Than 515* APair?

continued from page 24
and they were taking one step and ·
laying the ball in."
"The reason I'm passing well is
because they're doing the work
inside," Kinzly said. "It just builds
confidence. We're starting to
believe in ourselves."
Kinzly go_t everyone involved in
the offense. "You can't win a
basketball game with just Al
McLain and Robin Dixon," said
UNH coach Gerry Friel.
"We didn't freeze the ball and
that's basketball. That's what
make it fun to coach."
UNH will play Holy Cross (137) here Thursdav.
"Gerry Friel is c§pable of
beating Holy Cross," said
Chappelle. "I'm not saying thaf to
swell his head. but he can do it.
"They're (UNH) hyped now.
Everybody knows they're playing
well and they are playing with
great confidence,··
Friel said Holy Cross is the
biggest team UNH will play. The
Crusaders, who have yet to play an
ECAC game (the ECAC doesn't

make much sense when it comes to
scheduling), have realistically
clinched one of the six EC AC
North playoff spots already. .
The strength of Holy Cross is up
front where 6-foot-7 Gary Witts and 6-foot-9 Tom Seaman averdge
14.8 and 14.S lespec!ively at the
forward positions: channel 27 will
televise' tfte·g_ame as it does wit~
most Holy Cross games . .

Only·At Lunette Optique
·. 203 SALE ON EYEGLASSES
Includes: Every Frame In Stock:
Contemporary, ·designer,. rimless,
sports.frames, sunglasses.
Largest style selection in New Hampshire
plus best service anywhere.
Ask your doctor for your prescription or let
us copy it from your own glasses.
Call us before you buy glasses elsewhere
for a price quote on your prescription.
We'll save you more!
•During our 20% sale, our regular low lens prices, starting from
$18 a pair, single vision cost only $14.40.

8:00 p.m. - Wed., Feb. 11, 1981
GRANITE STATE ROOM - MUB
TICKETS AT TICKET BOOTH - MUB
STUDENTS: Door $4.00, Advanced Groups $3.00
J

A

•

bDMf!TTE BPTlflll!
LICENSED OPTICIANS
468 CENTRAL AVE •• UPPER SQUARE, DOVER

'

,_.

•

f

Sponsoncl by campus Crujadj tor ant.

749-20941N.H. WATS '800-587-7337
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Jere Chase
continued from page one

affairS," Allmendinger said. "He
was very supportive."
Captain Paul Pelletier admitted
the boat is small, but said there are
structural differences since the
boat was built for research.

"Whenever l tell someone she's
(the boat) 45 feet long, they think
of a lobster boat," Pelletier said.
.. But this boat's designed
completely differently. S_he has
higher ... decks and a full-size
wheelhouse."
The boat is deceptively spacious
for its size--it can s"ieep sh for long
trips with three in the wheelhouse
and three below decks. The galley
is equipped with sink, an electric
stove, and a refrigerator.
Dr. D. Allan Waterfield,
chairman of the Department of
Physical Education, called the
"Jere A. Chase" an "all-weather,

a

all-year-round, all uses boat". He
explained that since the boat is
"decked over", it can weather
rough seas more easily than many
boats. Water will wash over the
slope of the deck and off the stern,
rather than filling up a boat's
"cockpit".
Waterfield is one of many
faculty members who use the boat
as a classroom. His Underwater
Methods class uses the boat's
diving platform. Though the boat
is designed to ·. carry up to 30
people, Waterfield said more than
eight or ten divers (with their
equipment) gets a little crowded.

Well Babes,
One Big One Down
J.\fany, Many, More To Go!
You're The Best!!
llappy Anniversary!!!
Love,
ME xxoo .

· Nine .Yariettes of Beige ts~
lox • Nova • Cream Cheese
Omelette• • Fried Manoh

.white Fish .._ TMlgue • Corned Beef
106 Penhallow St.
Portsmouth, N.H.

boat's winch facilities to lift cement
The- boat is also used by UNH
· blocks.
marine science classes--zoology,
microbiology, earth science,
In the summer, the "Jere A.
chemical oceanography, and
Chase" is used in connection with
oceanographic engineering. It is
the Shoals Marine Lab on
well-equipped scientifically--sonar Appledore Island. Waterfield
for depth recording, corers for estimated there are 100 students at
taking samples from the ocean · the lab each summer. The lab is
floor and sophisticated plotting operated jointly by UNH and
Cornell University.
equipment.
The boat is also used as a base
But faculty and students aren't
for installing other equipment in the only ones that use the boat.
the ocean, such as wave gauges and Allmendinger said it is available to
anyone, or any group, who is
current meters.
Pelletier said one of last week's willing to pay the operating
passengers was an ·aquaculturist expenses. He estimated 25 percent
who raises oysters, and needed the of the boat's $2500 yearly expenses
are paid by these outside groups.
No matter who is using the boat,
it is alway piloted by Pelletier. He
took over the job last July from
Ned Macintosh, who had
captained the boat since 1968 and
has since retired to the Bahamas.
Pellitier was first mate and backup captain for Maclntiosh. He also
captained the ''ranger", one of
UNH's boats that is no longer in
use and up for sale
On the days when Pelletier does
not take the "Jere A. Chase" out on
a trip, he is still down at the dock
doing repairs. "There's never a lack
6ft.CJiR.Ything to do," he said. "This
boars made of wood, and has to be
kept in g·ood shape."
The hull has to be repainted
every summer, he said, and so
hopes to get a full-time deckhand
this year. A deckhand is required
for each trip, Pelletier said that
could be anyone he deemed
qualified for the job.
- "There are a few on call on the
UNH payroll," he added.
"Whichever of them isn't busy will
come on the trip."
Allmendinger said UNH has
been lucky to have captains for the
"Jere A. Chase" that can do the
maintenance work on the boat's
hull and engine. Constant
maintenance prevented the
problems many wooden boats
have.. he said, such as rotting,
swelling and cracking.
"We've tried to be exceedingly
careful," Allmendinger explained.
"We've really had no major
problems with the-boat since we've
had it."
He grinned. "Knock on wood".

Open 7 days Sunday Brunch 9-3

UNH WINTER CARNIVAL 1981

"A FLURRY

OF
FANTASIES"
( spons~red by the Office
. of Student

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 12
Opening Ceremonies - MUB Hill
Alpha Gamma Rho Torch Run
- Bonfire
New Hampshire Gentlemen
Special Guests

6:30 p.m.

7:30 p.m.

Basketball: UN.H v-s. Holy Cross

8:00 p.m.

Rick Bean "in the MUB PUB
(UNH stocking caps as prizes)
Celel;>rity Series: The National Theater of the Deaf
Johnson Theater

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 13
Greek Night of Sin

8-11 p.m.

Winter Carnival Dance with "Sounds Unlimited"
(UNH stocking caps as prizes)-

11 p.m.-2.a.m.

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 14
10 a.m.- 12 noon
9 a.m.- 5 p.m.

_Judging of Snow Sculptures
{pick up entry forms in Room 126/MUB

UNH Woodsman's Meet: Boulder Field
(sponsored ·by the UNH Woodsman's Team)

12 noon- 4 p.m. Snow Games - watch for details and pray for snow
7:30 p.m.
8:00 p.m.

Hockey: UN_H vs. Clarkson
SCOPE Concert: Bonnie Raitt, John Hall Band and
Tom Rush at the Field House · · · · \~~ •

SUCCESS
·-STORIES
We get 'm every week ·
for our classifieds.

GUADALAJARA
SUMMER
SCHOOL
University of Arizona offers
more than 40 courses: anthropology, art, bilingual education, folk music and folk
dance, history, political science, sociology, Spanish language and literature and intensive Spanish. Six-week session. June 29-August 7;
1981. Fully accredited graduate and undergraduate pro- ·
gram. Tuition $330. 'Room
and board in Mexican· home,
EEO/~A

$340:

Write
Guadalajara
Summer School
Robert L. Nugent Bldg. 205
University of Arizona
Tucson ssn1
(602) 626-4729
..

..: . ... - -.,..c-iy.

...

Cauctis
continued from page 1
professors iitto a· higher tax
brackett, DiefendorCsaid
There were 27 payments made
during 1980 because the first
checks for 1981 were actually made
out on December 31 to avoid
vacation.
If a professor appears in a higher
tax brackett, Diefendorf said that
he could have the case appealed to
the IRS.

[~·~)
• ••

11111

Student
Tele.vision
Network

STVN Members workshop at
9:30 A.M. in STVN Studio
Room 110 at the MUB
Learn to use video equipment.·
Sign up on Room 110
at the MUB.

-Gymnastics
continued from page 23
Jayne -Dean did a piked
Tsukahara (the second half of the
vault is done with straight legs 'and
a bend at the hips) for a second
place 8.8.
"I put everything into my run
and the 'tsuk' comes naturally,"
said Dean. It's not that easy, but
Dean mal_(es it appear that way.
canceimo continued her
winning ways as she won floor at
9.1, with an elegantly graceful
routine. Dean was second at 8.65
and Sutton third at 8.15.
Dean came out on top in the alla round with a consistent
. performance, scoring a 33.65.
Cancelmo won three events but a.
particularly low bar score dropper'
her to second at 33.5. Sutton was
close behind third with a 33.25.
Fahey also felt the pull of a low bar
score but placed fourth at 31.85
with her fill-in performance.
Assistant coach Chuck Shiebler
and his wife, Stephanie, gave an
exciting performance of
. acros ports (balancing and
acrobatics done with two or more
people), during judges scoring and
conferencing. The Shieblers were
members of the 1979 Mixed Trio
National Acrosport Champtions
and their Saturday ad-lib
performance will now be an added
attraction to all home meets.
The 'Cats, now 8-1 on the year,
travel to Philadelphia to face
Temple University Saturday.

SCHOlARStifPS
FOR

HEALTH CA~E STUDENTS
A scholarship is available frorri the Air Force, if
you are a qualified student in the health
- professions. If you have been accepted for
admissions to medical

"r odeopathic c:t~hool,

you are eUgiblt for Health Professions
Scholarship competition.
A Health Professions Scholarship provides you with

up to four years of fuH .tuition ... your
books..•fees..•necessary equipment. In addition, you
will receive a '485 stipend each month •
If selected, you will be commissioned as a second
lieutenant in the Reserve and remain in student status
until traduation.
Your llf'•ment specHles that you will serve one year
on active duty as a commissioned officer for each
yea of participation in ths scholarship program, with
a three year minimum !exclusive of periods of post
oaduate professional education).

For additional information,
Call (617) 324-1223 Collect

SPONSORED BY THE
COlLEGE COUNCIL PLACEMENT OFACE
NEW HAMPSHIRE COLLEGE & UNI\!. COUNCIL

WEDNESDA\ fEBR.UARY 18, 1981
10:00 A.iv1. TO 4:00 P.M.
RIVIER COU.EGE S1UDENT CENTER
_NASHUA, NEW HAMPSHIRE
RECRUITMENT PERSONNEL FROM NON-PROFIT
AGENCIFS, SUMMER CAMPS, BUS~F.S AND

RECREATION DEPAKfMENTS WILL CONDUCT
SUMMER JOB JNTERV)EWS.
lliE SUMMER JOB FAIR IS OPEN TO snJDENTS
OF lliE FOil.OWiNG INS1Tllll10NS:
COIBY&\WYER COLLEGE
DANIEL WEBSTER COLLEGE

FRANKLIN PIERCE COLLEGE
KEENE STATE COi.LEGE
NA1llANIEL HAwntORNE COLLEGE

NOTRE DAME COi.LEGE

NEW ENGLAND COUF.GE
NEW HAMPSHIRE CX>IJ.EGE
PIYMOlJ'l1I STATE C0UF.GE
RMER COUF.GE
ST. ANSELM COU£GE
UNIV. OF NEW HAMPSHIRE

-

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, CONTACT YOUR COu.EGE'S
PLACEMENT OFFICE OR CAlL 603-669-3432.

A great way of life.

THURSDAtFEBRUARY 12
10 1.m. - 4 P.m.

1a111 with emo1ouers trom:
summer camps
Resorts/Restaurants
Businesses·
Human service Agencies
Government Agencies
Wlldllle Parll
Historic Sites
Recreation/Parlls Departments
About:
IUllU:JCJnds DI summe~. lribsf1 ~
,

'

•

4.

..

·~

-

...

~

RUSH WEEK
Tuesday Feb. 10 at
Alpha Xi Delta Soror.ity Strafford Ave. 8-_10 pm
Wednesday Feb. 11 at
- Alpha Chi Omega .Sorority
_, Madbury Rd. 8-10 pm
Thursday Feb. 12 at
Delta Zeta Sorority
Madbury Rd. 8-10 pm

.-.·

· ~ ·~_.:

SIGMA NU

•

:x:r?FRATERNIT~ -
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Editor.ial
Procedu re will only work if students use it
Students could theoretically reprimand
professors or administrators.
The proposed student grievant procedure
could be a plus forthe University only ifit is used
effectively.
The written summary of the complaint and the
d~scussions may seem to add to the student's
load but the extra time it takes to follow the
formal procedure could be worth it
If this system is adhered to and not used
inappropriately it could be beneficial. But with
the procedure comes room for abuse .

There is a chance that the "emotional and
moral complexities~' surrounding the direct.
confrontations between the victim and the
accused could only compound the problem.
But the students need to realize that not filing
a complaint -- not giving it a chance at all -- is
leaving herself, or himself, open for more
harassment
UNH is one of the first Universities in the
nation to propose adopting this system. How we
as students and administrators utilize the

At first glance the student may be intimidated
by the myriad of written complaints and
·
discussions.
Yet direct penalties for sexual harassment-- or
alleged discrimination on the basis ofrace, color,
religion, veterans status, sex, age; national
origin, or handicap -- could range from a letter of
reprimand placed on file to termination of
employment
The procedure is providing the tools --: but
they're useless unless someone uses them -:-

system will ~rffect precedent.

effectively.

.. . se E, EVELYN'S AL.READY
. 5mRTED ANQTHeR SEA~H TO
FIND YOU~ NEW DEAN FD~
THE ~18El'Al AR1S COLLEG-E !

/

·Letters
Inflation .
.
To the Editor:
..- Good grief! The editorial staff of The
New Hampshire has allowed a full
professor from the history department
to get away with an absolute absurdity
in the pages of its own "Forum."
Professor Hans Heilbronner, taking
the anti-grade-inflation stance, asserts
that a grade of "C'" is "the traditional
symbol of satisfactory work." This is
pure rot.
''The Bulletin of The University of
New Hampshire states on page 15 that
"a cumulative grade-point average oi
2.00 is the minimum acceptable ... fo11
graduation." At UNH, where a "C"
equals 2.00, a perfectly un-grade-

intlated student body, sticking''".fike a
wet shirt to the "normal" curve. would
be one in which nearly half of each
senior class fails to graduate. This is
6ecause to have a ca·mpus-wide
"satisfactory" 2.00 average, a large part
of each class must be below 2.00• (in
order to haul the student body as a
whole, down to 2.00 such a coalition
would wreak havoc at UNH.)
Mr. Hcilbronner should; either fight
against grade inflation crusade for a
lowering ~ of the 2.00 graduation
requirement: or withdraw his
complaints altogether. If the 2.00 cutoff stays as is, grade inflation is not an
onerous evil, but rather a necessary fact
which allows good people to graduate
from college.
l wish to make clear that l strongly
favor _high academic standards. l don·t

stand, and its inherent contradiction,
believe, however, that a student body
really bothers me. It shouid bothe.r the
that averages over 2.00 is in the throes
rest of the community (students at very
of a terminal case of academic decay.
least) that he is so far out in left field on
Such a student body is one in which
an issue that vitally affects all students.
instructors award the grade they feel is
I encourage Professor Heilbronner to
deserved, rather than the one dictated
correct and / or clarify his position.
by a curve.
Gene Polk '83
It is a student body in which a person
can put out JOO percent and get a
decent grade, rather than a "C" just
because several others squeezed him or
her out. A person's grade is based solely
on his or her effort, rather than being
relative to effort of others. And no one To the Editor:
is a slave to the "normal" distribution.
I would like to address myself to
I think that a full professor's energy several issues brought up by Professor
ought to be spent on real c;icademic Heil bronner's article on grade
pursuits, rather than on squabtks e:.ver inOation .
the method of grading undergrads. As
The professor started his argument
a member of the University with a wide sweeping condemnation of
community. Professor Heilbronner's students ''.from the fifties to the

present" and used the declining S.A.T.
scores as evidence. As I remember a
large portion of that test required rote
memorization of words. It had to be a
rote memorization because the words
were not given with any contextual
reference. The only time anyone is
asked to do this kind of exercise is on a
test such as this. But, why?
If the professor is upset about the
decline in ability of students l am
equally distressed with the attitude and
ability of teachers over that same
period. l recall many good teachers
back then and I have been exposed to
several here, but not as many as there
should be. The material being
disseminated in a course and the
teacher·s ability greatly affect the
student's interest and motivation to do
well.
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I can sympathize with any professor
who was put in the position of deciding
who stays in s~hool and who goes to
war, but the war has been over for
many years now and to give this as the
reason for the grade inflation of today
shows further how professors have
shirked their professional and moral
obligations to students. If a student was
flunking a course during the last seven
or eight years why haven't professors
had the courage of their profession to
say so?
Professor Helibronner also cited
student's evaluation of professors as a
reason for grade inflation. My response
to that is that if you, as a teacher, do
your job fairly and well the evaluations
will show it. Clearly, one or two
students will criticize a professor
unfairly no matter how hard the
professor tries, but if every professor
does his or her job that student who is
not doing his or her work will be
weeded out by the system. Conversely,
if a professor is not meeting the
standards of . the University and its
student body then he or she should be
given the same treatment as the
student.
f agrl"f" with Proft><;<:or Ht>ilhronnl"r

and ultimately anger me. Editorially, l
would suggest tflat the piece is personal
commentary, not reporting, that it
verges on a sermon or a poli. sci. lecture
on the merits of the First and
Fourteenth Amendments. l resent the
patronizing tone throughout the essay,
that anyone who is disturbed by
pornography and its ramifications is
automatically a right-wing crazy ready
to do away with Freedom of the Press.
l don't think we're clearly or only
dealing with a constitutional issue here.
Po.rnography in most of its
contempora~y lorms is neither "press~
nor "art" and more often than not
involves degradation of someone,
whether man, woman or child.
Admittedly, people in porn films
may be participants of their own
volition. But as Linda Lovelace so
eloquently and fright~ningly argues in
her biography, this is not always the
case. Some people do ask for abuse-and others are willing enough to give it
to them--but the majority of abuse,
· sexual or otherwise, isn't a result of a
contract between two thinking adults
but rather between a powerful person
and a less powerful one.
rontl"m~or~ry ~orn

would <:ugge<:t

that this is not only acceptable but
that grades should not be inflated and
desireable. The "ham and eggs"
to do so hurts us all. I have been here at
analogy in paragraph 11 is better
UNH for three-and-a-half years and
feel I have. worked hard f~r the ~~ades I . amunition for my arguement than
yours, Mr. Cauchon, if what we're
have received. On two occasions I've
talking about here is permission from
had professors stand · in front of the
society to the community to objectify
class on the first day and tell us he or
(and thus reduce) and than do what you
she was not going to give any A's. So
will with any human being who appears
where is the inflation? What I am
(and this is always subject to
infuriated about is the University's
interpretation) to be "asking" for it.
handling of the supposed problem.
Your reference to
Like it or not grades are used for
"evidence ... (showing) no link between
motivation and after we leave here our
pornography and violence" is based on
prospective employers will look at our
old data, ten years out of date or more,
grades to decide whether to hire us or
and is directly refuted in statistics cited
not. The only people the University
in Laura Lederer's collection "Take
hurt in raising the grade point average
Back the Night" and quoted in Patricia
for honors from 3.00 to 3.20 are those
Wild's review of that book in the
people close to 3.00 or those between
February 1981 issue of New Boston
3.00 and 3.19. Those of us now seniors
Review, to wit: "Denmark ... has
in that range will have to achieve all A's
recently been revealed as not such a
to raise our grade point averages to the
notable example after all. For one
arbitrary 3.2 nec~ssary for honors and
thing, the statistical basis for the prothe chance for a good job.
pornography arguement is flawed:
What was once a possibility has now
homosexual prostitution has not been
been put out of reach because
included in the recent statistics, having
professors are careful not to give out
been de-criminalized, thus altering the
too many A's so as to give the
~omputation of sex crime figures; more
impression to their superiors that they
importantly the frequency of rape has
are inflating grades.
not decreased, but according to new
Underlying all of this is the fact that
data.' has. acutally incre~sed since the
we, the students, are not at fault>. The
proliferation of pornography began in
professors give the grades and if they
Denmark in 1969."
are inflated, they inflated them, not us!
Using the 1970 study by the U.S.
No amount of rationalizing or hedging
Commission on Obscenity and
or responsibility can change that.
Pornography, or using the 1970
For the past three and a half years I
Wefers/ 14th Amendment case, is a
played by the rules, but now that the
matter of using an out-of-date
Uniyersity doesnft like the way it's
argument on one hand and an
end mg they change the rules right in the
inappropriate one on the other. Do you
middle of the game.
suggest that using data 11 years old.is a
If the University really wants to do
good idea (especially in a research
something about grade inflation they
environment such as this one) or that
should address the real cause; the
~ll?wing anti-war speakers on campus
professors w.ho gi.ve the grades. Barring
1s m the same category as showing a
that, the University should have raised
snuff in the MUB?
the grade point average for honors for
What you buy and read in your room
incoming freshmen and transfer
is your business, but what SAT taxes
students. not those who have been
pay for and promote is another
playing by one set of rules only to find
question entirely. This University is a
out that work done prior to the change
community of diverse and
is in their opinion. inferior and now
argumentative people, who have as
must suffer the consequences of
their mutual concern the q_uality of life,
mistakes in judgement by their
and our abilities to educate each other
profes so rs for life.
J.D. Mattson
faculty and student alike. in ways t~
Apt. D-3
enrich that life.
Forest Park
If you chart carefully what
pornography has become in the last ten
years. it becomes evident that we're not
talking about Henry Miller's "Tropic"
series. or Jong's "Fear of Flying," or
the bawdy portions of Chaucer, or bare
breasts or frontal nudity or What Kind
of Man Reads Playboy. We're talking,
especially in film, about violence vs.
~uman. dignity. Are you making your
1mpass1oned plea for something that
To the Editor:
will enrich my life, or educate me in
How come the Student Senate starts
anything other than the various ways
complaining about sex in M USO's film
people (and YES. statistically more
lineup only after they encounter an Xwomen) are harmed by anger
rated film? It's a little too late now, isn't
masquerading as sexuality?
i.t?
And .to use one of the oldest, but
Why were Straw Dogs and A
most effective, word tricks feminists
Clockwork Orange approved to be
regretfully resort to, I ask you to go
shown when both contained
through this essay and substitute for
excessively and violently sexual scenes,
the word "woman" another word, such
that were just as prone to cause a rape
as "Black" or "Jew" or "old lady" or
on campus?
"Jap" or whatever comes to mind. and
It seems in truth that the senate is
see if under the burden of labels, your
actually protesting the X-rating and
~rgument ~olds up. "Some group being
not the movie's content.
(your para. 17) is
insulted
Have they even reviewed the film, in
on here.
order to compare its content to that of emphatically not what's going not the
a_nd speech. free or otherwise, is
movies that they have already given
medium for the message.
their approval to?
Perhaps even more than the politics
I urge the senate to get on the ball
on my side of the argument or yours,
and be consistent in their handling of
please consider the future of sexuality
student · activities, before their
and sexual expression political changes
inconsistency becomes translated into
in ~his country. Put sirnply, if "they"
incompetency.
believe that's how "we'' do "it", all
B.H.
forms of "it" will be prohibited, and the
Constitution and its amendments be
damned Men and women should be
preparing to fight any movement, left
or right. that seeks to allow or
encourage contemporary pornography
to define our sexuality--and thus, our
To the Editor:
humamty--for us.
Tht!re are a number of item. in
Larkin Warren
Dennis Cauchon's 216 ' 81 "Universitv
English Dept.
Eorum·· column that concern. confuse

Salaries
To the Editor:
As a staff member, I would like to
express a concern that l have which I'm
sure others have also. It concerns the
matter of salaries.
I realize there is a freeze on
reclassifications, hirings and raises. I
also realize that the state and
University are low on funds and that as
a general rule, employees of the state, at
least on "low" level as most of we staff
members are, are generally paid a lower
salary than people employed in private
industry. This is justified, as I
understand, with the fringe benefits
(the various insurances, educational
benefits etc.).
All this still, however, does not
justify a few of my concerns. l realize
the benefits of working for UNH are
good. We have job security (something
rou cannot be assured in private
industry) and we have many freebies.
The amount of vacation and sick time
are an excellent beneht and one we
empl_oyees should be extremly grateful
for since private fodustrles rarely allow
someone 15 sick days the first year you
a~e employed. In fact, some companies
allow only one day per year· and the
maximum accumulation Is five days. I
am not writing to complain about the
benefits. I have nothing but praise for
the excellent fringe benefits we receive
·
while being employed at UNH.
At the present day inflation rate,
because I am single and have only one
income to live on, I find it increasingly
difficult to make ends meet, so to say,
on m~ present salary. I know inflation
has hrt all of us hard but it has hit the
single person the hardest, especially the
employee who is earning minimum
wage or slightly higher.
I am truly fortunate in two ways that
I am able to live with my parents (and
at my age that is slightly embarassing)
and secondly I am to be married shortly
and will be able to make ends meet due
.
to a second income.
I have no doubt that salaries for
married people at UNH are adequate if
not more than adequate but for the
single person, it's almost impossible to
make ends meet. Isn't it time that UNH
mad~ an effort to keep its employees by
offering better wages? You can't eat or
make a car payment with life insurance.
Name Submitted

give any reasonable explanation for the
outrageous situation described in the
January 30th issue of The New
Hampshire by the senior shut out of a
major course? Indeed, does it care?
1. have a few suggestions. Firstly,
since the school system caused
Barbare Comer's problem, it should
remedy the situation. Since she must
attend an extra semester because of
this. she should be allowed to enroll in
the vital gass free of charge, as well as
having her room and board paid by the
school. Why should our tuition
conti~ue to support an unorganized,
often mcompetant system.?
Secondly, I suggest that each
administrator take full responsibility
for his/ her own job. Thus, if lack of
foresight in the scheduling department
causes problems, the same department

.PAGE THIRTEEN

should be liable for restitution.
Someone is in charge, and that
someone should be made accountable
for his/ her actions (or lack thereof).
Certain individuals are hiding behind a
web of strangling and unresponc;ivc
beaurocracy.
This brings us to my third
suggestion; remember that originally
this school was for the benefit of
students, and as concerned students we
will no longer tolerate the games and
dodge of an unconcerned
administration. We will no longer be
pawn in the gaming .. pass the buck", "I
don't know", and "That cannot be
helped." the administration plays.
These games have uncounted
casualties--are you one? Will you be .
one tomorrow?
S.H.

"Red Crvae laae a .

'Collect Call' for you."

Durham Red Cross Blood Drive
on February 16, 17, 18, 19
10 a.m. to 3 p.m.

MUB

UNH systein
To the Editor:
I too !:lm very disappointed with the
UNH School system. Did the school
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PRESENT S

A NIGHT OF SIN

-SEHOL
t
......m11•FRAT ERNITY-m u

LAMDA CHI ALPHA

-----BE A. PART OF IT---11
OPEN RUSH
Tues._ &Wed. Feb: 10 & 11
8 PM - l10 PM

ruasdau

Feb. 1oth
9:00 P.m.

• • •

11111

ca1a1ar1a Rm.
Elton John Plays
Central Park ,

.,.

One of rock's flashiest superstars is back
in an electrifying performance. Taped before an audience of more than 300,000
in New York's Central Park, the concert includes many of his greatest hits, like "Philadelphia Freedom," as well as songs
from his latest album, 21at33

Parts: The Clonus llorror

Starring Timothy Donnely, Dick Sargent and
Keenan Wynn. The dreams of Science become a
horrifying nightmare in a topsecret breeding facility
called Clonus. It's a real Thriller!

SPECIAL: See Elton John get all DUCKED UP
Wadnasdau

Feb. 11th

.

The Deep

e:oo o.m.
Slranord Rm. ·starring Nick Nolte, Jacqueline Bisset, and

Robert Shaw. A lavish, suspenseful movie and
spectacular underwater photography show the
stars trying to recover -sunken treasure despite
voodoo, sharks, and an extremely irritable gi·ant
moray eel.

We ·will also be showing student produced video programs every week.

It's all FREE!

in Central Park!

THE
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. TBS & Frazer Pull
'S~lesmall' Together
became so fresh that the audience
could not help joining him in the
little house on the TBS stage.
It was in the second act that
something happened. It-may have·
been after the scene with Tom
Celli, who played Howard and was -.
one of the few minor characters
comfortable in his·environment. ln
the second act.,_the pain of Willy
Loman's erro"h'eous self-image,
began to take over, and the play
became a proauct of cast unity and
involvement,, as it should have been
along.
_
~--~7---=~~i~~~5~,;:~=======T· DuFra~uWUfy~muud wci~w~re~~drumm~in~ allWilly
Loman is a salesman who
Tom Celli as Howard in TBS's. his head that a·ny man can become
production of 'Salesman.'
president or get rich solely by the lives in a world that is a
of pasi and present.
t--------------- merits of his personality, his sense combination
of humor and his connections, He never _confronts the reality of
Willy Loman flounders in his his position, and he draws his
dreams, allowin?. ~~1em to merge family into the false world by
with reality, until he is inextricably filling them with false dreams. He
cannot come to \erms with himself
immersed in oelusion .
or his failure. His son Biff sees
through the dreams and struggles
The first act of TBS's current-.. to force his father to recognize .
production was characterized by truth, as he struggles to find
openin'g ·night jitters, in the light himself.
booth and on the stage set -of a
Allan Carlsen as Biff helped to
-s habby, little home. Actors bringtheproductiontogetherwith .
stumbled over lines and seemed to his vain attempts to confront truth
anticipate each moment rather at the restaurant where he and his
than living through each as they brother Happy(Dave Florek) have
arose. The play seemed to be a step plans to blow their father to a big
By Kay Arden Elliott
ahead of itself. The lights rose and meal. The scene ends with the two
. Last Saturday night I shuffled
.
off to see the I Q's at the MUB PUB fell with awkward significance, deserting Willy. _
Returmng home, they are
following the patterns of Willy
expeci!n_g -to see the musicar
-equivalent of brand-new, hot pink, Loman 's mind; the early morning greeted by their mother Linda
r h h d r h h d k d (Anna Minot) who has awakened
spike heeled shoes with pointy ig t, t e ay ig t, t e us ' an . -from the ineffectual wife of the first
"the night of Willy's dreamworld
toes. It was in the air.
They would sport leather jackets were heFalded on by the buzzing of act to a perceptive, aggressive
and sneers. Leap jerkily about the switches, that stuck out only woman whose goal it to protect
Willy from -the pain- that
stage looking pained. Play music because they were a hair off cue.
recognition could bring.
By David Elliott
.
heavily influenced by dental drills.
But rrazer"-as Loman, the liason
Willy never acknowledges truth,
Part Three of a Series
Sound exactly like any other Punk between the audience and the other
and the t-ragedy of this man lies in
Band From Manchester.
When we left you last, the conspiracy."
characters whose lives seemed
his struggle to be s.omeone that he's
Now don't get me wrong. I have
Seacoast Anti-Pollution· League
William Skidmore, National
wholly centered around him lived
not.
short
frizzy
hair.
I
know
all
the
and the New Hampshire~ Energy Publicit~ Director for Warner
right through t-he aw-kwa;dness
-Thanks to the strength of Dan
words to "Beat on the Brat". I hit witn
such grace that it was evident
Frazer, TBS's "Death of a
Coalition had not received MUSE when asked what he knew of a
my cat when Sid Vicious died. I to all that this man was born to
grant money promised to them
Salesman" survived the first act, to
April /3, 1980.
corporate conspiracy said, "We can pogo with the best of them.
play Willy Loman. And lines like
pull together a stirring rendition of
(Warner Hros.) are not going 'to do
But I've always felt that punk is "Great coffee, meal in itself"
this truly ·America11 classic.
Bonnie Raitt and John Hall /are anything to limit the film's success.
uniquely British; music that
on their way to the East Coast to We are directly tied to the film's ex~oded om ~ wor~n~clau ~~~----------------~-------
save the day with a six stop benefit revenues, we would only be frustration and ambivalence, It has
concert tour to generate the money hurting ourselves."
always sounded silly coming from
owed to these gras,sroots _ A member of the Warner Bros.
the lips of middle-crass American
organizations.
distribution department said of
Bud's and Chip's whose idea of
NO NUKES triple album was a the NO NUKES film, "When a
rebellion is belching at the dinner
great financial success whereas the picture is in the theatre and it table.
NO NUKES film failed terribly. doesn't do as you hope, what can
That's why I found Saturday
As a result, the MUSE you do?"
night's petformance so satisfying.
organization is in short supply of
Susan Kellam, President of the Manchester's I W's turned out to be
money.
MUSE Foundation disagreed with red · basketball ·shoes with clean
Bloom over the failure of the laces. They played polished but
movie. "I don't think anyone is to still gritty, sli'* but still slimy New
blame for the failure of the movie," Wave rock and roll.
Howard - K-0hn, MUSE Kellam said. "It was certainly not a·
The songs weren't all throbbing
executive board member said in a sabotage, and really, I don't think carbort copies of "Whip It". Dave
· Sibulkin's drums and Charlie
June 12, 1980 - Rolling Stone it was that big of a deal."
Sam Lovejoy, MUSE board Sullivan's bass were a constant and
interview thaL~.there is no way the
movie can lose inone.yfor MUSE." member, agreed with Bloom, sturdy presence, but were not
MUSE will get 50% of the profits about the less-than-_h earty bac_king solely relied upon for the creative
given the film. "They (Warner impact of the songs. :.
up to a certain ceiling point."
ik'os.)' were . lookiri~ t.Qi.. mak~
-~yr~cs _were articulate; guitarist
U._nfQ.rtunately for MUSE and megaoucKs; distnbution" was to
DeThomasis actually played
$afe . .Energy advocates, movie just a few big cities," Lovejoy said. ·Mike
ms ~mtar mstead ot makmg wua
' revenues never reached that ceiling "They pulled back their horns and and meffectual passes at it.
point. They didn't even get offthe gave up easy."
The wir.ners of the recent UNH
floor.
Kellam and Lovejoy, . both Battle of the Bands contest filed
Sam tovejoy, a MUSE board board members for MUSE, and onstage at about 9:30, an hour and
member, summed it up when he who work out. of the same New a half after the doors opened. Since
said. "The damn movie didn't York city office, also seem to I had arrived at 8:00, as had a
make ·any money. The concerts disagree about the future of number of others, I was feeling
are trying to fill the commit ment~ MUSE.
Lovejoy thinks the future for rather bedraggled and resenttiit
to the Foundation."
Ph1lllp Hloom, a concert MUSE is bright. ''The Reagan wondering why MUSO's ad~
promoter for Pacific Alliance, the Administration will assist the hadn't warned patrons of the time
company that handled the movie movement, it will reinvigorate the ~ifference. After all, one can draw
was a little mor~ upset about the antinuclear movement." Lovejoy JU.st so many pictures of
movie's failure. He tried to pass the said ... I think MUSE is a sleeping microphones ...
The band, which has ' been
blame off on someone else.
show ready to resurrect its head." tog~her
less than' a year, kicked
"We did not get a lot of
Kellam, on the other hand,
cooperation from Warner Bros." thinks the MUSE organization has their first set off with "l Wanna be
Bloom said there was a "corporate run its course. _ MUSE came Se_d~ted ". Although all of the -ongmal. R.amones' thumping joy'"Charlie Sullivan, The IQs By Henri Barber
'conspiracy" to limit the success of together to do five concerts, Ofl& of-stupid.1ty survi·ved intact,
the NO NUKES film. Bloom record album, and one movie."
would not detail just what he MUSE, sh~ says, "has accompli,IQS,_ pag~ 16
meant by a , "corporat~ shed what it set QUt ta do."

By Martha Thomas

The first act of Theater by the
Sea's "Death of a Salesman"
belonged to Dan Frazer, who
played salesman Willy Loman,
and carried the production
through the discomforts of
opening night, until somewhere in
the second aet, when a great.
awakening occurred and the play
came to life, centering at last on the
family.
wrny Loman is tne tragic victim
of the American .dream. In a

IQs
Rock

(Clean)

MUSE Ftiture
In Doubt

..

•

And it · all seems fo work,
Hut circumstances bemg tnetr repeat, rooked a bit wounded and · mentioned that he liked "the. way
probably due to the IQ's pfevious historically unfair selves, the IQ's defensive, and said they did make they move around". This was a
surprise; the IQ's do not engage in
. and ~xtensive'musical experience. cannot rely on shows solely exceptions.
There is a fine line between these many twitching sorties across the
keyboardist Jiinmy Sibulkin's Dave's, at ten years, has been the composed of self-penned songs;
areas, and it is important that the stage. Charlie moves with his bass
vocals added something Joey longest. and Jimmy's the most brilliant though they inay be.
Ramone's never will. A touch of diverse. He has played in show . . "Most of the places we play," IQ's crowd-please to the best of a bit, ·Mike wanders back and
Sin City, according to IQ's sound bands, 'd isco bands, cabaret Charlie explains, "don't want us to their abilities. They do not, after forth, Jimmy flips switches on his
all, work days at Burger King to keyboards. Not exactly a group to
technician Phil Legenc.
ensembles, and says the jazz is his play any of our songs. Only. other
s~pplement their income.
arouse wild jealousy in Pete
"Some of the wicked punk "first love".
.
peo,ple's stuff."
.. I'm a · full-time musician,'·' Townshend's heart.
Playing covers, however, does
bands from back home say Jimmy
Elements of all of these pop up
does 'Sedated' Las Vegas. I dunno. in the strangest places--adding a not cause the IQ's severe physical Charlie says vehemently. "It's all I · The illusion of movement, I
:1 guess he sort of does."
new flavour to the covers they pain, and their choices indicate know how to do. If I didn't do this, think, is provided by expert and
, I'd have to work in a factory or extremely effective lighting by Jim
The IQ's music is full of weird played in the first and third sets.
open-minded practicality. .
Nordle. It's not intrusive or oddly
little touches like that-odd bass
"Our ultimate goa.l,'-' Jimmy
"We play songs that we like," something."
If crowd response is any coloured, but blends in well.
twangs, a different emphasis on says, "is to play only our originals. Jimmy says, "and songs that we
certain words, songs _pl~yed at And," he adds hastily, "get think will go over good, but not indication, Charlie won't be Large, smeared stars in my notes
slightly different speeds.
approval for our originals."
ones that .get played all the time." making steel girders for quite some indicate I was expecially impressed
..:.:.:~_::..~---:...--------=-=-------...:...-----t
I could not resist a cheap shot, time. A group of greenish young with the lights during the Jags
. and . mumbled something about women I questioned ~losely in the "Back of My Hand".
·their inclusion of "Whip It" in the bathroom chanted "Wicked · Looking at the covers the IQ's
third set. Charlie asked me to good'', and several young men I played Saturday night, it becomes
taiked with (not in the bathroomf increasingly obvious that they
· said they had travelled all the way don't just play songs by bands who
from Laconia to catch the show.
wear skinny ties.
One person I talked to
IQS~ page ~9
. continued from page IS

Gallery

K-Van clone

Elvis Costello, Boston, Feb. 1981 By George Newton

MUSO FILM SOCIETY
&

MA-I (ING CONNECTIONS
FILM SERIES

By Barbie Walsh-

RUSH
Phi mu Delta

Presen't a
·special Documentary

TllE TRIALS 0 F
ALGER llISS
Tues: Feb. 10th
8-10 pm

Thursday February 12
One Show 7:30 pm
FREE Admission
Strafford Room, MUB

LAST OPEN RUSH

Thurs: Feb. · 12th
8-·1 0 pm

Coming· Sun. Feb 15-Mqrx ·Bros: A:igh( ~
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Come· meet the Brothers
.Refreshments~ will. he ser.~ed ,

,,·
J

together witha dragon in the
· center.
"The . Chinese rugs are more
suttle and peaceful than Persi'!n
rugs," Ziggy said. Persian rugs
people with an inner peace, ''Ziggy have geometric designs and
says. "They're not in business just opposite colors."
for profit. Mutual · respect must
"It takes ten hours to make one
also exist among the trading square foot of rug, usually knotted
parties. Good sales-men also by women," Ziggy said. "Their
educate people," Ziggy said, as he fingers fly." A 3 x 5 footer takes
handed me a glass of Zeller two weeks to knot and another day
Schwarze Katz 1978 German wine.
to carve.
As I looked down on the two
The carving of the knotted wool
rugs Ziggy presented, I knew they mainly highlights the weaving
were quality. Pride in craftsman- ·- which has already been done. The
ship is a Chinese tradition.
carving is done by craftsmen
. "Dig your fingers in it," Zig said.
equipped with kitchen scissors.
"That's the way to do it."
A 3 x 5 foot woolen rug costs
from $600 to $800. Ziggy could let
. - The finely manicured rugs used
you have the .$600 rug for $450.
simple colors. Light blue mixed
Since his - company imports the
with a darker blue interspersed
rugs from a small company in
with · white. The second rug was
dark red and orange mixed · China, rugs can also be made to
order with size, color, patterns and
designs chosen by the individual.
Designs on the rugs vary from
bats to big dragons. The dragon is,
to the Chinese a symbol of change.
Bats represent happiness.
"Happiness is a big thing to
them," Zig said.
Happiness is also a big thing to
Ziggy. He hope to find it i1-1 rugs
and Chinese people.
With his ringnecked dove
"L~ve", he's heading to the
University of Hawaii to further his
study of the Chinese culture. He11
work at Pan Asian Trading
Company till midsummer where
he will study Chinese in between
sales. Then its on to Hawaii where
he will study the reading, writing,
and pronunciation of the language
and culture.
I received a little culture myself
as I lay on the Chinese rug and .
listened to WUNH's Captain
Fiddle play Texas-style fiddle
tunes. Two cultures working
together.
The change in the relationship
between the U.S. and China has
increased popularity of the rugs.
T h e C h i n~e.s e g o v e r'h m e n t
subsidizes the .sale of rugs to the
. U.S. at a loss. This is done to

,Zig ,.RD:gs & the Middle Kingdom
Story and · ·P hotos : by George Thick, woolen rugs, handknotted
Newton
and carved from sheep wool
With size twelve feet, "Ziggy" harvested from Upper Mongolia.
was born to be a rug dealer.
Since the climate is colder there,
Michael "Ziggy" Bouchard the sheeps wool grows thicker, and
would stop to ·show them to yo~. so do the rugs.
but his feet are taking him to
Since coming to UNH two years
Laguna Hill, California. Ziggy's ago, after leaving the Marines,
been offered a lucrative job selling Ziggy has been into rugs. Before he
Chinese rugs for the Pan Asian left the Marines a friend sold him a
Trading Company at $6 an hour. couple of Chinese rugs. Since then,
Armed with an Associates · his interest in the Chinese has
Degree in Small Business increased.
Administration from UNH, Ziggy
."It was fl turning point," Ziggy
will begin dealing in Chi_nese said of the rug purchase. "The
artifacts on the West Coast. more I learned about the markings
Artifacts which incfude pottery, on the rugs, the more I wanted to
paintings, and Ziggy's specialty-- learn about the people.
rugs.
"The Chinese are a stressless

Zig, with Love, his Ring Neck Dove

UNH ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

establish trade while raising money .for China's industrialization.
Technology traded for quality
handmade rugs. Nixon did
something right.
In ten years, after the rug trade is
established and China is
industrialized, Ziggy predicts rug
prices will go out of sight. Because
of inflation, the woolen rugs now
appreciate annually 20-25%.
Most of Ziggy's customers are
professional people--Doctors,
lawyers, and professors. He says
people buy for investment: Others
buy for aesthetics so one day, a
person may speak of "my
grandmother's Chines~ . ,r ugs."
"The rugs aren't only aesthetic but
utilitarian as well," he said. They11
last 100 years with common use,"
Ziggy's rugs will last even longer.
They're protected by a specially
designed, two compartment cherry
wood cabinet on wheels. Now the only thing Ziggy needs
is an Electrolux vacuum cleaner.

- MUSO OFFERS MOREI

CAREER NIGHI' SERIES WINTER/SPRING .1981

Careers in
finance
RICHARD LAPOLICE, Manager, Govenunent Accounting
Sanders Associates, Inc.
lXl.JALD MJNROE MBA '79' Fmancial Analyst'
Sanders Associates, Inc.
ROBERT F. HALEY '60, Vice President & }vk)rtgage
Officer, Strafford Savmgs Bank
PHIL PLF.AT '78, Stockbroker, Merrill Lynch
WILLIAM WETZEL, Professor of Business Administration, UNH

join us!

ALL PROGRAMS ARE HELD AT
1HE JOHN S. ELLIOIT AWMNI CFNfER
JUST OFF· EDGEWOOD ROAD
ALL SIUDENTS, FAa.JL'IY, AUJMNI, ANi FRIENDS
ARE ENCCURAGEil TO ATTEND
For more infonnat1on,
call the Altn1111i Office at 862-2040

nm

CAREER NIGHT SERIES IS SPONSORED
BY nm AWMNI ASSOCIATION
IN COORDINATION WITII TIIE
CAREER PLANNING AND PLAC™ENT OFFICE

FRIDAY:
The music of DEVON SQUARE.
in the PUB playing your
favorite soft rock.
Cover: $.50.
UNH I.D. & proof of age

ALSO:
A VICTORIAN PHOTOGRAPHER
& CHARACTER at GREEK
NIGHT OF SIN

Get a classic portrait for your
·
Valentine!

SATURDAY:
MUB PUB

MOVI~

MADNESS

PETER SELLERS llBHT
Casino Royale The Wrong Box

- Cover: $.50
UNH I.D. & Proof of Age.

'·

'.•

R·A· ·

ocean Front,. Halal
Rooms 1n Lauderdale
This Sorlna Brllall?

An organi.zatio nal meeting on
Wed. Feb. 11 at 7~30
in the Hanover Room

.As low as $139/perso n/week
.Convenietty loca_ted on. 'The Strip' ·

Student Suntrips offers
these accommo dations
right now!
For Reservation Information
Call Toll Free-1-800- 848-9540
Arrangements

by Student Suntrips,

Any prospecti've new members
and suggestion s for
next semesters programm ing
are welcomed .

Inc.

.f

(

.

.

~

TAKE CHARGE AT 22.
In most jobs, at 22 you're at
the bottom of the ladder.
In the Navy, at 22 you can
be a leader. After just 16
weeks of leadership training,
you're commissioned an
officer, part ·of the management team. And you're given
the immediate decisionmaking authority your
responsibilities demand.
On your first sea tour, you'll
be responsible for the work
of up to 30 men and the care

of literally millions of dollars
worth of highly sophisticated
equipment. You're a Division
Officer, so you're in charge.
It's a lot more responsibility
than most corporations give
a man of 22. As a Navy Officer,
you encounter new challenges,
new tests of your skills, new
opportunities to advance your
education. You grow.
Don't just take a job. Become
a Navy Officer and take charge,
even at 22.

continued from page three
The Job of an R.A. requires a
great deal of time for doing
rounds, paperwork, and just
basically being there for students.
"In a way it's like living in a
fishbowl, everyone always knows
where you are and what you're
doing" Whitney said .
For many R.A.'s, their job
interferes with studying time and
social life. Sue Kortmann, a
seventh floor R.A. of Christensen
says, ''It takes away a lot of my
social life and· studying time, but in
the end it all works out for my
·
' benefit·." .
Along with budgeting their time
properly, R.A. 's must .also deal
with certain types of verbal
harassment.
Usually this verbal abuse occurs
when an R.A. is trying to quiet
duwu ci peiuy, or escort a person ·
out who is bothering a student on
the floor. ·
Very few R.A.'s have been
physically abused, although many
have heard of people who · have
actually quit because of the
physical and verbal abuse that they
·
have received.
A big inconvenience, said Kristi
Bancroft, is the long hours.
Bancroft is the third floor R.A. at
Devine. "The hours seem so long. I
have to wait up for all the parties to
stop, even if I want to go to sleep."
. The need for respect .and
"appreciation is important to
R.A.'s, but the feelings of many
students towards their R.A. 's are
mixed.
Betsey Wadleigh, a third floor
.student of Randall says, "I
wouldn't take advantage of my
R.A. because she knows what is
going on and also because I respect
and like her".
But not all students feel the same
as Wadleigh. "I don't really
consider my R.A. as a friend", said
a Christensen student, who admits
that she does take advantage of her .
R.A. When asked how she feels
about the way she treats him, she
responded, "He should do things
for rrie, that's what h'e"s there for:"
Uesp1te various student
responses towards R.A. 's, all who
were asked felt that they would
never want to be an R.A., because
of the amount of pressure,
. respons.ibility, and time the job
demands.
Many students said that they
would not be able to enforce rules
on their -friends and floormates,
and as one Stoke Hall student put
it, "I couldn't be mean."
The R.A.'s who were
interviewed admitted that their job
was fair, and in many ways,
satisfying. Very few said that they
are overly abused, and all feel that
any other job that would reward as
much as they get would-be equally
as pressuring and time consuming.

'l,ASK

continued from page two
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I NAVY OPPORTUNITY
INFORMATION CENTER
07012
NJ
Clifton,
5000,
Box
I P.O.
I 0 I'm ready to take charge. Tull me(.00)
I about the Navy's officer programs.
I Name
I A~re~
State _ _ _ Z i p _
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I Date of Birth _ _ tCollege/University__
I :i:Graduation Date_ _ ¢GPA
I 6Major/Minor
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This is for general recruitment information . You do not have
to furnish any or the information requested. 01 course. the
more we know, the more we can help you determine the kind•
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of~vy jobs for which you qualify.
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NAVY OFFICERS GET RESPONSIBILITY .FAST.

skills. "It's helpe-d me budget my
time a little better, so I don't feel
like I'm studying all the time, even
though I study more than I used to.
I got an eighty Qn a test the other
day," he added.
Another student who uses the
service is a part time sophomore in
her mid-thirties. "I came because I
was just going crazy," she said.
"I'm only taking two courses, but I
have kids and a part time job.
Sometimes I think there just isn't
enough time to get everything
done."
TASK 's tutor-couselors are
students who are interested in
helping people with learning skills.
"A lot of the counselors are
students who went through the
program themselves," said Duby.

"They later expressed an interest in

being counseljM"s and went through
the interviewing process. Most of
them are pretty good students with
a strong grasp of the skill that we
teach. They have to be pretty
outgoing thpugh, arld eager to help
people."

continued from page 16
Their coverSTanged from "Little
Sister" and "96 Tea.rs", through
"Cars" arid "Take Me to the
River". They played a little Doors.
A little Paul Revere and the
Raiders. Martha and the Muffins.
The Clash. My favorite was a
bubbling, syncopated, slightly
reggae"Under MyThumb", which
amazingly enough did not offend
me.
"Next to You" finished up the
first set with most of the
regrettably scanty audience, this
reporter included, hopping about
the dance floor.
The second set, which began at
10:45, was devoted entirely to
originals. Charlie seemed
move
convinced that this was
along the lines of the daring and
the risky. He was worried that
since the crowd didn't know the
songs they would get restless,
bored and touchy. At best they
wQuld leave. At worst, they would
throw empty beer mugs.
It wasn't that bad. The size of the
crowd did diminish slightly a!'ld

a

OUTREACH
COUllSELlllB

SERVICES

Nancy Webb, M. Ed.
Duane Karlen, M. Ed.
Ben Fowler, Hypnosis
A private professional agency
offering services for men
and women in transition

Marriage/ Relaionships .
Stress Management
Career Decisions
Sexual Issues
Hypnosis
Families
Divorce
20 Madbury Rd. Durham
----86?-1241 _ _ _.....

there were scattered, drunken cries
of "Morrison" and "Whip It", but
no flying beer mugs. Not even
flying popcorn kernels.
The band played a tight set of 13
originals, none of which was
alarmingly innovative, but
interesting blends of New Wave
rhythms, hard rock guitar, and Sin
City vocals.
Charlie says he listens to a lot of
bands; the Clash, XTC, Gang of
Four, and U-2, but would not list
them as influences.
"It doesn't work that way," he

says. "I can listen to them all I
want, and I can sit down to write a
song thinking about their ·music,
but it still won't come out sounding
the way they sound."
"New Wave mus'ic involves
people more than Clone Rock
does," he says. "They're up and
dan~ing; having fun, not just
starmg at us."
IQ-plans for the near future
include a small Eastern seaboard
tour, recording 2 originals, "Pogo"
and "On Her Own" at Blue Jay
Studios, and a return visit to UNH

-------CHESS------ The UNH Chess Club will hold an organizational rrieet-ing
on Tuesday, Feb. IO in Room 320 of the Memorial Union ·
at 6:00 p.m. Anyone of any age or skill level may join. All
you need is the desire to play.

YOUR LlJCJ(YDAY
Professor Donald Steele
Will be at the piano to play
your requests from
Noon until 1 :30
also:
HAVE LUNCH WITH US
VALENTINE'S DAY
SPECIAL SUNDAE

True to Jimmy's theory, there
was precious little staring during
the second set. Most of the PU B's
classy little yellow plastie ·chairs
· ·
.
were e'!lpty, an~ the d~nce ~loor
was filled with ~nm-faced
individuals, leaping stiffly about.
I have never understood why

When the show drew sweatily to
a close at 12:30, the crowd, small
but fiercely loyal, demanded an
encore. The IQ's obliged with. an
. ecentric version of "Glona'',
:comp+ete with tormented.
narration and 'Sound effects and
'
"Glad All Over".
·
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Isn't it? I smile, I sweat, I dance as
if _my feet don't hurt.

Your ·Valentine will Love
our New Gingham Hearts
Filled with delicious chocolates
· and creamy butter hons, our _...........___
gingham hearts are
available in pink,
yellow, or blue,
with matching
silk flower.
Wo aloo LaY'O a

wide selection
of traditional red
foil hearts as well ·
as many beautiful
satin hearts.

· n~s~
~CANDIES

tr=f
CAllE

~INC.

·

Care Pharmacy
51-53 Main St.

868-2280
Mon.-Sat. 9-6

(Thursday thru Saturday)

Choose Your Favorite Ice Cream

$1.25
TALLY HO
54 MAIN ST., DURHAM

SENIORS!!!
These are the last few days
to have your .Senior Portrait
taken for the 1981 Granite.
The Great Norman Benrimo,
our studio photographer, will
only be here until Friday,
Feb. 13th.

•Top Artists.
• ~tajor Labels.
• Hundreds of ~lections.
"Pop" to Classic.

• Stereo LP Ahms.
Cusdtn. Box Sets.

Beautiful!!!

®~@[f@bookstore[9)©@lk

Come to room 125 of the
MUB to sign up. We
guarantee you will come out
- slniling.

Swimming

IMPORTANT:
TO: STUDENTS

1981-82
FINANCIAL ·AID PRIORITY
DEADLINE
FEBRUARY 16, 1981

continued from page 22

FROM: FINANCIAL AID OFFICE
207 THOMPSON HALL

only one season meet left,"
O'Driscoll said. ..The pressure
builds up easily and if you miss one
dive, the others can go with it.
Hopefully the rest will qualify next
weekend."
Maine had compiled a 55-33
lead with half the contest
remaining. The only edge the
Wildcats could gain on the Bears
came with the 1-2 efforts ·of
Herskovitz and Ba1dwin in the 200
breast. Herskovitz's 2:88.5 erased
the old pool record by five seconds
and Baldwin's 2:28.6 qualified her
for Nationals.
The Wildcats picked up seven
first place points in the night's final
event (400 free relay) although an
unoffical Maine relay finished

RE: SUMMER SESSION LOANS
National Direct Student Loans
will not be available for use in the
1981 UNH Summer Session. Students,
however, may still apply for Guaranteed
Student Loans·through local lenders for
use in the 1981 UNH Summer Session.

· 1. UNll application for financial aid must be
received in Financial Aid Office.

2. Financial Aid Form (F AF) must be received
by the College Scholarship Service.
'

.~

.

SUIEATERVILLE
SAVINGS
UPTO
40%&MORE!

1980-81 Basic Educational Opportunity Grants

1. The deadline for applicationsfor the federal BEOG Program
for the current academic year is March 15, 1981. Applications
<are available in the Financial Aid Office, 207 Thompson Hall.

uheud with a 3:44.5, another pool

record. Anne Griswold (Maine)
tied the pool reeord in the 50. fly
with her 28.5 first place finish.
UNH senior Kathryn Johnson
took second in that event with a
28.9.
"About 75 percent of the team
turned in their best times. If others
didn't improve; they came awfully
close," said tri-captain Herskovitz.
"We needed a meet like this to
show us that our hard work was
paying off but it was the crowd that
really kept us going."

8
6 I
2 I
2
4

Visa/ Mastercharge

2. Changes in federal regulations will now permit some
previously ineligible students to receive 1980-8 l BEOG 's.
These students would be those who have already received four
f~ll years of BEOG assistance, yet are still enrolled in
undergraduate work. Students in this category who were
previously denied a 1980-81 Basic Grant may contact the
Financial Aid Office to determine if they may now be eligib~e_.

Why travel to Portsiµouth
· for a tan? Visit the tanning
booth at Uppercut today
and start _on your way to a
great summer tan!

Others in this category who have not yet applied for a 1980-81
Basic Grant should meet the deadline above.

NEWS

DURBAM -

lJMtetstty of New Hampshire

Celebrity Series

BIKE

Tickets Now on Sale
All performances
Johnson Theater

Bicycles*Cross Country Skis*Running Shoes
Fuji*Windsor*Cannondale*Bell*Beta
Sida*Brooks*Etc...
-

M-F 10-5
Sat 10-2

Jenkins Court
Durham, NH 034824
868-5634

YOUNG'S
-

National Theatre
of the Deaf
8 p.m. Wed & ·Thurs.,
Feb. 11 & 12

ALL WEEK

Seniors & UNH Students
$6.50 in advance
General $8.50;
group rates avail.a ble

COFFEE 25tt
.........•...............•.....

Record Of Week!
STYX
PARADISE THEATER
Super Saving...

Little Theatre
of the Deaf

1 egg, toast, home fries

coffee or tea (1

~up)

Main St., Durham
Daily Hours 6 am- 7 pm

children's performance
10:30 a.m. Thurs., Feb. 12
Children $2; Adults $3

99t

No group rates
Memorial Union Ticket
Office 603/862-2290
· 0 en Mon-Fri 10 a.QJ..-4 p.m.

DO YOUR WASH WH~N YOU WANT

OPEN 24 HOURS
.....___NO WAITING Durham

Newmarket
,r ....
.... J .,

[t]

Apart-nts for Rent J

·-CllASSIFIED

COMPUTER TERMINAL (CRT) FOR SALE
· Hazeltine 1400 - Used on DEC10 by
telephone. $400.00 Call 749-1344 2/ 13

Nordica ski boots Good condition. Men's
WIDOW. SECRETARY UNH SEEKING size 11-12. Bought new. Pair must sell
QUIET PRIVATE STUDIO OR ONE first pair. $35. or Best offer. Call Steve or
BEDROOM WITH KITCHEN . EXCELLENT Randy Rm. 110 868-9787. 2/ 13
TENANT - GOOD CARETAKER $200. Brand new Front Muffler for 1962-70
REFERENCES PROVIDED IF NEEDED. , MGB and MGT $25. Nordica ski boots
DAYTIME 862 -2167. EVENINGS AND
men's size 11 $20. Dunlap tennis racket,
WEEKENDS 742-8909. ASK FOR 'JO
4 5/8 light $15. 749-2936 ask for Peter.
2110
2/ 13
M / F wanted for own room in 2 bdrm 1 pair size 8 Calvin Klein Jeans Never
duplex . Completely furnished worn only washed $25 Call 868-1712 ·
woodstove/wa~her-dryer. 1 mile from
Laurie 2/13
UNH. Call Sandy 862-2411, 868-2118
Raichle Boots - size 6 1 / 2 $25 Dynastar
nites. 2/17
FMP Equipe skis, 170cm, Marker
Apartment for rent. one bedroom Bindings, $75. $95 f,or everything. All in
furnished / unfurnished, year round or e.xc_ellent Condition. 74~-9561 . 2/13
seasoQaL 603 Ocean •. Blvd. 'Hampton
Beach .· 245'/ month . Utilities' 'included.
Contact Tom Hofmann 926-7330 2/ 13
Housemate needed in Dov_er area. 1O
miles to UNH. Share house with five
mature young adults . Own large
bedroom,

quiot.

vio\.IV,

90,.don

opooo,

I· LoaftF~ ](SJ
LOST BOOK - C.L. Sheridan. METHODS
IN EXPERIMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY. Text
lv;:,t in 311ivcly A1 e11a , Tut:::.uay 11' 2.7, dl

washer . Non-smoker, no pets .
$85/month plus portion of heat and
electricity. Call Don at 749-3390. 2/27
Female roomate needed in 1 bedroom in a
2 bedroom apartmel')t. Living room.
kitchen, fireplace-cat. furnished. $160.00
a month including heat. walking distance
to UNH. Very nice apartment 64 DaviS'
Court Apts. Madbury Rd. Call Hannah
868-2044 2/13
The Perfect House in Durham - You will
have your own spacious room arid only
two roomates. Its easy to walk to school
and you have your own backyard. What a
Deal I $150 a month plus oil. For entire fall
semester the oll cost was-only $50 per
person. Male or Female. Call 868-1162
ask for Barty or Call 868-5949 and ask for
Mike. 2/13
Female roommate wanted-spacious
duplex in Newmarket, own room, near Kva n, no lease, fully furnished.
$11 ~month plus utilities. No pets, nonsmoker preferred. Call Kathleen or Claire
659-5996 2/13
Three rooms for rent in older, spacious.
Dover home - in quiet area, near Kari-VAn
route, off street parking. Includes heat
and utilities. $160 month. Call 742-6126
evenings. 2/10

UMO/ UNH hockey game. or on an
evening Kari-van run . Please call 8689884 or 2-2401 ; ask for Brenda . 2/ 13

][fl]

-H-elpw_anted___

SUMMER JOBS - Chambermaids wanted
for hotel in Ogunquit. Maine. Salary, tips,
and room provided. Write or tel. Mrs.
Blake, Box 555, York Harbor, Maine. Tel.
1-207-363-6566. 2/ 10
Positions available for preschool;
beginner; Class I, Class II & Class Ill
Gymnastic instructors. Send resumes to
New Hampshire Academy of Artistic
Gymnastics. 67 Winnicutt Road. North
Hampton, N.H. 03862 2/13
HELP WANTED--work-study student to
assist in the New England Center's Rapid
Copy Center 10 or more hours per week
this semester and full-time . through the
summer. Job includes training in offset
printing . No typing or experience
necessary. Call Janet Doty at 862-1900.
2/10

_M_1s_ce_11_1n_eo_u_s~J l·.;j

MANAGER'S ASST. - Hotel on coast of
Southern Main (Ogunquit) needs
versatile person to assist with
reservations, gardening, housekeeping,
guest services. Salary plus •om. May to
Oct. Write: Box 697. Ogunquit, Me.
03907 2/10
CAMP COUNSELOR OPENINGS: CAMP
BECKET - Boys's camp in the mountains
of western Massachusett!; - has openings
for college students, teachers and
coaches to serve as cabin counselors and
program specialists in its summer
program . Activities include hiking,
sailing, swimming, canoeing, athletics,
crafts, dramatics. Also openings for
nurses (RN). For application contact Lloyd
Griffith, State YMCA. 6 St. James Ave
Boston MA 02116. (617) 426-AA02):
":111!...
.
2/ 10

Mother of 2 year old in the Garrison
School area of Dover will provide full or
part time day care weekdays. No eve 's or
weekends . I have been trained in Family
Daycare work & I have experience. Hot
meals. large yard . 742-2435 2117

SPRING BREAK '81 in BERMUDA!! Enjoy
a week of sunshine. fun on the beach and
lots of Partying. Doh't miss Bermuda this
spring Break, Experience says it's the
place to be!! Starting as low as $249,
including everything from accomadations
to Partying!! Call now and put down a · Boys Gymnastic instructor needed to help
deposit. David at 862-1653, or stop by coach Boys Team at New England Sports
Rm . 19 Congreve Today!! 2/17
Academy, Madbury. Must be able to work
evenings. Call 742-9000. 2/27 ·
VALENTINES SPECIAL EFFECTS Calligraphy for greetings. gift notes. " SUMMER CAMP COUNSELORS .
addressing envelopes. invitations, unique
Overnight camp for girls in New York
astrology gifts. any occasion!! Ink color
State ' s Adirondack Mountains has
choices. Personalized illuminations with
openings for counselor-instructors in
gold ink available. Express to your heart's
tennis. waterfront (WSI. sailing, skiing,
content . Free to be. Deb. 659-2887
small crafts), gymnastics. arts/ crafts,
pioneering. music (piano). photography,
drama, general counselors. Information
0
available in Placement Office or write:
_.._ _
Andrew Rosen. Director. Point O'Pines
Camp, 221 Harvard Ave .. Swathmore. PA
·19081 2/20.
Economics textbooks and recent Journal
articles. Elementary texts and graduate OVERSEAS JOBS - Summer / year round.
level Micro/ Macro. state and local, Europe, S. Amer .. Australia . All fields.
zoning, etc. Articles on Micro/Macro, and $500-$1200 monthly. Sightseeing. Free
batches on specific topics. Useful for info. Write IJC Box 52-NH1 Corona Del
essay exams. papers. Call 659-6180
Eves/Weekends, for specific titles. 2113
For sale: Large desk with drawers.
formica top, refinished, $75 or best offer;
maple rocking chair, $40 or best offer.
Call 742-0113 2/10
Cassette Deck - TEAC A-109 Very good
Typing done in my home; I B M Selectric
'
,typewriter Tel : 742-4704 4 13
condition, 1 yr. old. Flouroscan meters.
Dolby, set up for TDK tapes . Asking $200.
Experienced
secretary.
Retired
TYPING
will dicker. Ask for Andy 868-9761 2- ,
in all types of term papers. Proficient in
2171 2/10
spelling. grammar, punctuation, etc.
Kennwood Stereo System Must sell
Aeasonable rates . Prompt service.
moving Belt Driven Turntable KD-1033 Located walking distance to UNH. Call
AM / FM stereo receiver KS-4000R- TwoAnita, 1368-7078.-20 Park Court, Durham
.
316
way Powerful speaker. System LSK200
Great Deal will let go for $300 or best
offer up Douo 868-5381 2/ 10
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For a VERY SPECIAL VALENTINE DAY
GIFT! Have the "NEW HAMPSHIRE
GENTLEMEN" serenade your sweetie - 3
crooning ballads and a carnation . $1 O on
campus, $15 off. Friday Feb 13 and Sat.
Feb 14 - to schedule, call Charlie 8689751 or 2-1757 2/13
Delta Zeta RAFFLE! It's your chance to
win some great prizes! First place - $75
Gift Certificate for LL. BEAN! Second
Prize - $50 Gift Certificate for
GALLAGHER$ SPORT CENTER! Third
Prize - $25 Dollar Certificate toward
DINNER FOR TWO AT THE NEW
ENGLAND CENTER! Tickets are only $1
and can be purchased from any sister or at
the House! Don't miss this! 2/ 10
AED members: We need your help as
volunteers at the Blood Drive; also. come
to our fieldtrip to New England Medical
Center in March . Come to Feb. 10
meeting for details. 2/10
AED meeting - Tues. Feb. 10 at 12:30 in
the Alumni Room of N.H. Hall . Plans for
upcoming activities discussed : Red Cross
Blood Drive" fieldtrip to N.E. Medical
Center. PLE~SE COME! 2110
In the memory of Susie Urban, we who
loved and knew her would like to make
some contribution in her name. For all
who would like to participate or have
ideas please contact Mandy (868-5241)
or Bob. (7_42-824.? l_?/ 10_____ _
MEN!--WOMENll JOBS ON SHIPS!
American . Foreign. No experience
required. Excellent pay. Worldwide travel.
Summer job or career. Send $3.00 for
information. SEAFAX, Dept. E-8 Box
2049, Port Angeles, Washington 98362
3/31
Skunk-woman of Gibbs - I still smell
better than your Fudgy Drawers. Love
Pepe LePeux.
Dearest Emily - That's E-M-1-L-Yas in G-A-R-R-E-T-T. My buns are
fine. How are yours? You don't have any?
Well, if you ever get some, I hope they
work out OK. Well, whatever you have.
take good care of them . Love your sports
editor ..
To my roomr:nates, "Lucille" and Cathy,
Just want to say thanks MUCHOfor
helping me through this slump I've been
in lately. lknowthissoundslikethecorny.
"Thanks for making my flame burn
brighter" and "You're the best but
seriously, if it weren't for you guys .. .'"
Well, you know where I'd be riQht nowll
Dear Bill Nader: I just wanted to say "hi." I
miss seeing your smiling face around this
office-McGrath's mug just doesn't make
it. Pleasestopbyspmetimeforavisitl Em.
2/10
Help regenerate Recycling on Campus Come to Students for Recycling meetings
Tuesday at 8 p.m. in Ham. Smith 218.
Complete the Cycle - Recycle. 2/13

Deb, Ing, and Cindy - Sorry I missed you
guys Saturday night ... Swollen eye, hot
chocolate and schnapps, and sleeping on
the couch - it must have been quite a
night! Glad to hear it was fun - Thanks for
the start of a great semester. Oodles of
love,- B2.
Lisa. Next time we throw a party in your
~onor. try to stay up for it. OK? You've got
some nerve. You acted like you'd been up
for 48 hours or something. Too bad you
couldn't stay awake. We had something
new and exciting pll:rnned-dancingl La.
P.S. Congratulations on Number three!
HUGS SLAPS KISSES - Buy a hug, slap,
or kiss at Greek Night of Sin. Sponsored
by DZ and Kappa Sigma! Send a kiss to a
sweetheart or friend, give that nagging
person a slap or tell a friend they're
special. Say it with a hug, slap, or kiss.
Friday the 13th at the MUB - BE THERE.
To the guy in the blue striped sweats
running laps yesterday at noon - CUTE
ASS! wait till Wednesday, you'll feel me
"inch you this time ... love .. .. .

Bo's Express is having a SALE! Call Bo's
Express after 11:00 p.m. and get a 50¢ be in
discount on your order ot pizzas, subs, and
munchies from Durham House of Pizza.
BO'S EXPRESS 868-2499. Offer good for
7 days a week.
THURSDAY is practically here. Thursday
begins a week-end of new wave and rock
music at the FRANKLIN BALLROOM.
Come early for a good spot. Remember,
see you at the FRANKLIN this week-end
for dance and merriment.
Cindy - 20 yesterday. 22 tomorrow .. . we'll
be in the 3/4 section before you know it.
psyched for grapefruit; salad; ad,
Stay
cottage cheese, and tab... We'll be
poached egg connoisseurs soon! Thank!! We 'II keep each other going. Thinking thin
B2.

Brian C. Why are you such a jerk?
Salad Bar, Get a little tipsy tl;te • other
night? Break a friend's leg? You'stuck your
foot in your mouth this time. Day three of
the Alligator crisis. If you want your little
3-legged friend back, Mister Stud, Look
for clues. The Chipmunks. ,_.- - - - of Cntortoinmont
your<>olf
rroo
Clippership Lounge Happy Hour 3-6 M-F.
headaches. Let the WWNH Dance
Open Sat. and Sun. at noon . Located at
Machine keep the party alive! Special
Friendship Lanes Bowling Ally across
Campus rates for Dorms etc ... Chris or
from Kari -Van stop Pulaski Drive,
Tom 332-0800
Newmarket. 2/27
Sorority Rush begins Sunday, February
Markie, Slick, Scruffy, etc. .. Happy
15th at 6 p.m. in the Senate Merrimack
Birthday! Wow, 21, I'll bet you and the
Room and Carroll/Belknap Room in the
rest of the Conway Boys will have a wild
MUB. Registration fee is $3.25 which will
Friday the 13th. Happy Birthday again!
be collected at this time. Rush is open to
Love, Xochi, Andy and H.D. 2/13
2nd semester Freshmen and upperclass
women. 2/13
TI. - Hey there bud. I will let our
Trish Hogan - How could I ever have Interrupted phone call go this once but
next time you have female visitors at least
gotten a better roommate. Through better
say goodbye. Hope Cloud nine is nice. 15
or worse I Each semester we seem to work
yr. olds are getting boring ·(I didn't just say
things out. I love you loads Thanks for
thatl)LOVE YA BRO! OHM.
your shoulder. Deb.
Mariel Happy (Belated) Birthday! From
The UNH Chess Club will hold an
Linda.
organizational meeting tonight, Tuesday,
Feb. 10, in Room 320 of the Memorial
The FF ANKLIN BALLROOM's fine
Union at 6:00 p.m. Anyone of any age or
schedule continues . Sunday thru
skill level may join. All you need is the
Wednesday are movie nights; bar opens
desire to,play.
at 7 o'clock. Thursday through Saturday
are new wave and rock music nites.
REMINDING you that the movie, IT'S MY
Watch FRANKLIN's marquee for
TURN. starring Michael Douglas is being
announcements.
shown tonight and tomorrow night at the
FRANKLIN BALLROOM. Admission: $1 .
James James Morrison Morrison
Open to all ages. Two shows nightly 7:30 Weatherby George Dupree, My dear
and 9:30. To the FRANKLIN it isl
friend. who takes great care of me, is
today nineteen more years than three.
SHOW US YOUR STUFF! Performers
James James I say to you, I say to you
wanted for Babcock Hall Coffee House
from me, "may this be your best year ...
March 8th. If interested, please contact.
until you're twenty three.I" - me.
Bob Bires 2-2431 or Steve Rhode 2-2430.
C'mon Show us! 2/13
Sue. Jill, and Jean - How 'bout dinner at
OUR place Wednesday night? Think we'll
CAREER.S IN FINANCE - Elliott Alumni
all be there at the same time? There's a
Center. 7:00 p.m. Refreshments served.
time for everything! Cook Chris.
first
Everyone welcome. For information, call .
Elaine Dewey, 862-2040.
J. Tanya Happy 22nd • See you at the
Villa. Love Brando.

Tell Someone special you care
with a
"New Hampshire'' Valentine classified.

Stop by Rm. lOB ·Before Wed. 2:00pm

·earlier if po.ssible Thanks.

~-A_u_to_s_fo_r_s._i_e II ~ ]

FOR SALE: Bic Venturi Speakers
__
(Formula 6). Technics Turntable (Belt
Drive SL-23), Pioneer Tape Deck (20/20).
Price Negotiable. Will sell as a Package or
67 FORD Custom 500 Engine 289.
Dependable transportation. good on gas.
individually. Call 659-6244 2/ 10
$400 or B.O. See April in PCAC Rm. 314
SURGEONS' HOSPITAL SCRUB-SUIT
or call_Hampton 926-6804 21 17
TOPS. Authentic new green reversible
wash-dry cotton polyester. Specify small, 1976 Suburu station wagon w/78 1600
medium or large. Send address, $9.95 engine fror~t and 4WD. In v-good shape
(includes postage and handling) to : $2000 or B.O. call 868-7346 2/13
Medical HomeCare Services, P.O. Box 1978 Suburu O . L . Automatic
5204, Manchester, N.H. 03108. Allow 3- Transmission. 30 MPG. regular gas. 4_6....._w_e_e_k_s_d_e_li_ve_r_y_t_im--'e=.=3=/=1=0=====--·door sedan. No rust. Excellent condition .
Sansui Receiver : 120wdtts/ ch . $450.00. $3100. Call Richard at 2-1626. Before
One pair Kenwood Speakers: $125.00. 4:30 p.m . and 642-3500 anytime after.
Call 868-5372 after 7:00 p.m. Ask for 2/ 17

I

I•

. :::::=====-====~,===~]
Jerry. 2120
CAMERAS for · sale : Minolta XD-11.
Personals
Minolta XG-9. Pentax ME; all with normal
lenses. 135 mm f/3.5 lenses for Minolta
and Pentax. 85 mm f/1.7 lense for '======::::;:;;:::=.:::=::=::=-==~~
Minolta . All new - never used. Call Dave GOING TO CALIFORNIA? 50% airline
Rm. 216. 862-1909 _or 868-9684. P.riC~!i • :liscottRt coupons. Good on Eastern . • ,
much ower than "'al"lywtiere around!!' United. American. T.W .A. thru June 10.
~-~-~---- . ~~•t ,436-S863 even•ngs. _K~J> ~Fy4rg.
2/ 10
2/ 17
-

•

882-2293
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.·A:r Mc.Lain: Bringing .the .city:·to
By Bill Nader
Al McLain is on his way. While
no one is quite sure how far
McLain will go, few people ever
believed he would choose to
pursue that unknown destiny by
way of UNH.
Louisville, Providence, Temple,
UMass, and UNM were all ·
interested in McLain's signature
on a letter-of-intent; stiff
competition considering the many
variables of a complex equation.
When McLain figured it out, and
made his four'-year decision, he
came to UNH.
The basketball player, who
averaged 37.5 points a game at
Hyde Prep School in Bath, Maine,
chose the hockey player's school.
The black kid from the city chose
the white man's school in the
country. · And in doing so, he
passect up the opportunity to play
at a school ·
with basketball
trad.ition to join the· . losing
program at UNH.
"I was looking for a coach who
was interested in me as a person
first and a basketball player
second," McLain explained.
'Toach (Bob) Berry (UNH
assistant coach and chief recruiter)
was that kind of coach."
"Whenever l 'm involved with a
kid, I never talk basketball," Berry
said. "We developed a relationship
where he trusted me."
· McLain has always be.en
interested in art (his home is ful! of
his paiRtings and drawings of
boyhood idol Walt Frazier) and he ,
took a liking to UNH's art
program. He plans on declaring art
as his major during his junior year.
"I want to get my education
·more than anything," he said. "I
look down the line at some of my
.friends who used to play
basketball, and now, they aren't
doing anyt_h ing."
.
And so McLain packed his bags,
headed for Durham, and brought
part of the city(Dorch~ster, Mass.)
with him.
If there are any jeans in
McLain's wardrobe, they are
designer jeans. He is the
Gentlemen; Quarterly type, and
he leave-s; rio room for the
Marlboro Man whe.re clothes are
concerned:
"I like to dress," he says. "Dress
to kill, that's the way I get psyche~

l)~r~am

a

up for game."
The music is disco and more
disco.' Because of that, he says,
.. there's not much to do on
weekends."
McLain goes to Nick's a lot
where he often takes the
microphorle from the DJ and
makes his own rap to the popular
disco song, Rapper's Delight. .. The
. idea is to get people to move," he
says.
He has grown accustomed to a
campus ·dominated by whites.
"You have to get used to it," he
admits. "But personality hers a lot
to do with it if you'rejust willing to
get to know people." ·
On the . basketball court,
McLain is a combination of art,
disco, and personality. It is his
form of expression.
McLain suffered throu2h a subpar shooting night (3-for-l I)
during last night's 71-60 win over
Maine, but · his talented ball
handling ability prevented the
Black Bears from stealing the ball
as they desperately tried to narrow
UNH's margin in the late going.
He is not just a scorer, although
McLafo is not hurting in that area.
Averaging 18.4 points a game, and
connecting on nearly 48 percent of
his shots from the field, McLain is
destined to become UN H's all-time
leading scorer.
He broke Tom Banniter's
freshman scoring recorq , a recod
that stood for I.~ years, last night.
Bannister accomplished his mark
playing against freshmen only
while McLain has done it against
. upperclassmen.
_
It is only a matter of time before
McLain breaks Nick Mandravelis'
record for most points in a season
by any UNH player. Mandravelis
scored 455 points during the 196364 season. McLain already has 350
points with seven games
remaining.
Against Colgate last Wednesday, McLain hit 17-of-20 shots.
"I've been coaching for 14 years
and I've never seen anyone shoot
the ball like that against us," said
Colgate coach Mike Griffin.
uExcellent doesn't begin to
describe him."
While McLain took only high
percentage outside shots against
·Colgate, he was guilty of taking illadvised, off-balance shots early in

On the basketball court, Al McLain is a
combination of art, disco and
personality. It is his form .o f expression.

the season.
••1 like jiving up the game a little
bit," says McLain. "The classy
moves, playing with rhythm , it all
·blends together."
,
But during that early part of the
season when McLain struggled,
the jive was mixed with funk.
Now, he has his game under
·control and the funk has been
minimized .
"He hasn't taken a bad shot in
the · last .five games," said
playmaking guard Randy Kinzly.
"I try to get him the ball as often as
I can. He's the best guard I've ever
seen here."
"The thing that makes me
happy," said UNH coach Gerry
Friel, "is he has learned wh~t we
are trying to do. He isn't a one-onone type of player; he is very
unselfish

and

willing

to

do

whatever we ask of him."
Before last night's game against
Maine, McLain said, "I think we
can beat both Maine and Holy
Cross because we have the talent."
A bold prediction for a freshman
on a 5-13 (now 6-13) team, but he is
a positive thinker who conveys his
message to his teammates.
"He's brought the team a lot
closer together," says Robin
Dixon, the team's second leading
scorer and a close friend of
McLain. "He's played real well,
and he's capable of playing better."
McLain intends to gain 20
pounds during the off-season. "I
have to work on getting physically
bigger," he said , "so I can take it to .
the hoop with more strength ."
The freshman is already at the
head of his class, but he recognizes
that he has to keep improving to
keep his competitive edge. He has
been named the EC AC North
rookie-of-the-week for _ the past
two weeks, and should be a
unanimous choice as EC AC North
rookie-of-the-year. .
"I was talking with Kinzly and
Dixon the other day about
whether. or not Al will play pro
ball," said UNH captain Ken
Herbert. "I don't know if he will or
not, but at least he'll get his
education."
That's something Al McLain
can take back to the city, unless of
course, he decides to wear jeans
and stay in the country.

~•iAL McLAIN

SWimJilers take double dive; some qualify
By Sue Valen:za
can compete with top heats at New Herczeg, Steve Ferranti, and John
By Sue Valenza
Englands," said Landry.
· The UNH men's swim team
Colbert who all did their lifetime ·
One, two, three finishes in both
dropp~d two home contests this
bests in the 200 IM."
the I and 3 meter diving events
weekend, to OConn Friday(61-52)
Friday's 61-52 contest against
paced the University of Maine to
Brett Cherrington gave S.C. 's
and to Southern Connecticut State
UConn, last season's 3rd place an 89-60 victory o,ver the UNH
Mark
Morris
a
run
for
his
money
College Saturday (65-48).
finisher at . New Englands, was
women's swim team Friday night.
Against Southern Connecticut, · in the 3-meter event only to come
Maine appeared to have the
Stuart's
second
highlighted
by
Al
last year's second-place New up short 254.55-2~9.8 .. . Kent
place 2:04.3 finish in the 200 fly· edge from the start of the meet,
England finisher, three school and Cherrington took third m that
winning the first event )400 medley ·
(school record) and UConn's Mike
event.
two pool records were broken.
relay) : ,one judges' ruling. Both
Lamonica's 1:59;0 · in the same
Jeff Growney, Steve Warren, Al
times were identical (4:07 .2) so
.
event (pool record).
Stuart,!and Ed Landry set the day's
"I was a little dissapointed with
both UNH and UMaine will
UConn picked up six first place
first school record with a first.place the judging but for the most part, I
receive credit for the pool record.
finishes
in
the
first
half
of
the
meet
3:49.9 finish in the 400 medley was pleased with the way I dove. It
UNH bettered their earlier
while
the
Wildcats'
major
relay. Landry's freestyle leg pulled · was our last home meet and all the
qualifying
time (National
strengths showed through in the
the Wildcats ahead in that event seniors (Greg . Cronauer, Steve
standard) by seven seconds in that
second
half
compliments
of
Ed
and gave them the win over Ferranti, Atti(a Herczeg, Rocco
event. (Carol Hickey, Sue
Landry (first in the JOO free), Jeff
S.Conn. by just one-tenth ·of a Raduazo, Wayne Wilusz, and Jeff
Herskovitz, Ann Sullivan, and Lisi
Growney
(first
i~ the 200 back),
second.
W olft) really came through," said
Baldwin).
Brett Cherrington (3-meter diving
Doug Sampson, second place Brett Cherrington. 'Tm definitely
winner), Greig Cronauer (first in
The Bears followed that opening
finisher in the IOoo-free, surpassed Joo king forward to New
the 200 ,breast).. and John Colbert,
performance with first place
the old pool mark with an · En~iand·s now more than ever." -Growney~ Herckzeg and Landry in
finishes in the 1000 free, 100 IM,
outstanding 10:44.3. Southern.
the 400 free relay (first).
and 200 free before Lisi Baldwin
Conn. picked up one-two finishes
(50 breast), Whitney Semple (50
in both the 200 free and 200 IM
St.eve Warreri and Greig
UNH picked up second places in
back) and Carol ·Hickey ( 100 fly)
while Ernie Krajcik touched out Cronauer turned in second and the 500 free (Doug Sampson), the
answered back with wins of their
UN H's Landry for the win in the 50 third plac~s respectivelv in the 2QO I-meter diving ( Brett Cher-)
own.
free.
·
·breast tfefore UNH (Ferranti .._ rington), 200 IM (Stuart),50
.. I knew we'd have to win that
_ S~cond place. finishes fro..Dl Raduazo, W.olff, and Herczeg) free (Herczeg), 200 free (Landry),
first relay to stay in the m~et. We
· semor co-captam Brett Cher- closed out (Greig48 contest with a
kept trying to make up for that loss
rington ( 1 meter diving), Al first place finish in t~e 400 .f~ee and 400 medley relay (Growney,
Steve Ferranti, Craig Floch, and
and keep our psych up throughout
Stuart (200 fly), John Colbert ( 100
relay. Southern Conn. s unoffl~1al Joe -Harkaway)
the whole meet without giving up
free), Jeff Growney (200 back),
relay however, touched first setting
though," said UNH coach Carol
"We did much better than
and Ed Landry(500 free) paced the
a new pool record. Warren's 2:26.0
Lowe. ..Both our (UNH and
Wildcats during the latter part of
in the 200 breast qualifies hi~ to expected mainly because with so
UMaine) performances showed
many meets, we haven't been
the meet. Grant Wood (S.Conn.),
that it was a high quality meet."
practicing as much. As a result, we
winner oL the 500 free, posted a compete in New Englands.
Several of Maine's victories
had a little more rest than usual
new pool record (4:52.6) while·
"Southern Connecticut was our
came in close races which
going into these meets," explained
Landry's time of 4:53.5. marked a · last of three meets last week and it
Ferranti.
_
produced a full field of National
new school- record.
was during that contest that so
qualifying times, pool and school
"Times were good this weekend, many good times from so many
The Wildcats take their 3-6
records from both ends.
especially on Saturday. Right now peopl_e showed . up,.'.' . sai.~ head season mark to U Mass, this
I'm just trying to get' my + ~im~s . coa-ch~ Frank. , }\eJ19§. I wa~ • Wed11esday.irl a nie'et beginritng at - 1 . J.J.N~u sopb.o~p_re Mary Jo
· Lyons took 1b1rd 10 tne-1000 free
d~wh (especiaUyd n- the-'SOO.j so I especiafly ·pleased with Atilla 7 p.m.
- ·' · J
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b_u t her time of l I :22.8 was good
· enough to set a new school record.
Maine's Beth Carone set a new
pool record in the 100 IM (l:03.0)
while second place finisher
Kathryn Johnson (UNH) qualified
for the AIA W Division II
Nationals with a 1:04.26. Wildcat
freshman Ann Sullivan set a new
school standard with her 2:00.2,
second place.effort in the 200 free.
Maine's Whitney Leeman, winner
o(that event, set a new pool record
with a I :57.9.
Lisi Baldwin and junior Sue
Herskovitz both lowered their
National qualifying times in 'the 50
breast . with a one-two finish.
Baldwin's blazing 31.6 was both a
new school and pool record.
Midway through the contest,
Maine's Sue Moore, Kathy
Driscoll, and Megan Ward made
their diving stren~ths evident wjtdh
their first of two first throu~h thir
place sweeps. Moore's 199.70
point totals gave her the win while
tri-captain · Dierdre O'Driscoll put
together 174.95 points as UNH's
top finisher fourth.
Moore took first in the 3-meter
as well with UNH freshman Linda
Paternoster and O'Driscoll taking
fourth and fifth respectively.
O'Driscoll's point totals in both
the I and 3 meter events qualify her
for Nationals.
·i. All of us (divers) are under a lot
of pressure to qualify for
Nationals, especially now with
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Gyttlnasts 'shOW up · Cortlalld ._Icewomen ·pUf dOWn
By Chris Wuensch
Saturday's gymnastic meet
against SUNY-Cortland, was
more like a practice for UNH as
they chalked up another victory,
134.25-119.l at the Lundholm
gym. The Wildcats didn't get much
competition from Cortland but
still gave a dynamic show for the
judges and the audience.
The Cat's scores fluctuated all
season between 128 and 135
because of inconsistent judging
due to the new point system.
Scores are no longer based on a
perfect I 0 and most gymnasts start
with a 9.2-9.6 . . They can earn
points by risk (an extremely daring
trick), originality (new and
innovative dance or tricks), and
virtuosity (performing a harder
trick at the end of a routine or
doing a succession of difficult
moves).
At Saturday's meet both teams
and coaches felt the judging was
·much more ·.consistent than in
previous meets, and it was
probably because both judges had
Elite National ratings (the highest
judging level in the United States

gymnastics).
"We got the scores we deserved
but we're still not doing routines as
strong as we could," said coach
Gail Goodspeed. The Wildcats
have cleaned up their beam
routines but have been having
problems on bars.
Once again form breaks and
falls were the cause of the Cat's
misfortune on· the uneven bars.
Co-captain Edie Sutton won the
event scoring 8.6 with a routine
that didn't stop moving until she
landed her dismount and gave a
wave to the judges. Junior Josie
L~mmi was second despite a fall,
with an 8.15. The only Cortland
competitor to place in any of the
four events was Beth Sholtes, who
..
placed third with an 8 .05.
Freshman powerhouse L.ucia •
Cnnc;;clmo is slill ftding lhe Si<le
effects of rearranging her routine
to earn a better score.
"I had a good- meet except for
bars," said Cancel mo. Exaggerating maybe just a little, she added,
"I'll probably do a million sets
(routines) to get it consistent.
Balance beam is quickly
becoming the inost exciting event

Trackmen beaten a .

third time Saturday
By Ged Carbone
The UN H men's track team
finished third of four in Saturday's
quadrangle meet in New Haven,·
Connecticut.
UN H (6-3 on the year) was
outscored by Southern Connecticut (68 pts.) and Brown (64). The
Wildcats outscored Weslyan 37-5.
UNH coach John Copeland was
expecting a tough meet.
"When we went into the meet we
"knew ·Southern was going to be
strong in the field events," he said.
"We also knew Brown was going to
be extremely strong in track
events. We knew we had to beat
Southern in field and Brown in
track and we didn't do it."
UNH could not penetrate either
school's strength deeply enough to
exploit their weakness.
S.Conn. dominated the field
events, taking first in all of them,
while also racking up second in

three of them. nru w u ;:,1,,.a11,,.u v11 .he
track events with five firsts and
four seconds.
"Our basic goal going down
there was, number one, to qualifv
·a lotbf guys for the New En_glands
and number two, to win the meet,"
Copeland said. "We didn't do
either."
The Wildcats placed first in four
of the sixteen events. Among the
UNH winners was senior Don
Deroo whose 1,000 ·yard time of
2:15.8 qualified him for the New
Englands.
S. Conn. and Brown were tied
· going into the shot-put, the day's
last event. S. Conn. took first m the
shot-put, outdistancing Brown by
nearly a yard. UN H sophomore
Joel Dennis took second in that
event with a throw of 53'2.
UNH faces a strong University
of Maine team at home, this
Saturday at 1:00.

Track~omen
By Laura Parsons
The UN H women's track team
ran away with the Maine
Invitational tournament,
trouncing UMO, Dartmouth,
Bates, Bowdoin, and Colby
Saturday. UNH's total points of_
134 represents their highest total
for the year. Second to UNH was
Dartmouth with 69 points
followed by Maine(67), Bates(53),
Bowdoin (47), and Colby finishing
last with 35.
UNH won four events, took
second in six events and had three
more events qualify for the New
Englands.
In the 5000 meter run, Jane
Petrick of Dartmouth took first
with a time of 17:45.24. Kim
McDonald of UMO ran second
with a time of 18: 14.8 and UNH's
Ilene Hart took third with a time of
18:34.68. Hart qualified for the
New Englands and set a new
school and personal record with
this time.
In the 4x200 m relay' Colby ran
first at 1:48.71 followed by
Dartmouth (I ·.49.46), Mai·ne
(1:49.71) and UNH (1:49.91)
respectively. This time is the
season's best for UNH.
Alel.sha Dav1's of UNH, J·umped
ahead in the Jong jump and set a
new school and personal record at
17'5~'', Tina Berube of Maine
took second, J·umping 16'9",
followed by Donna Broadway of
Bates at 16'81L
n2 ''. Kathy Patton
jumped fifth for UNH.
M#J<.ing her de,but in the sh qt.
Cath~ ~o~h~('- M\'U)lfi to9'(.·1
second with a distance of 37'10W'.
This is Rosholt's first meet after

to watch as UNH has made a
sizable dent in the number of falls
they were making. The Cat's took
the top three' places and all six
competitors scored above 8.0.
Cancelmo was first at 8.55, Sutton
was second at 8.4, and junior Ellen
Fahey came in third at 8.3.
Sutton mounts onto the beam
with an amazing front somersault",
a no handed flip, (a move injured
teammate Gail Sweeney first
thrilled the crowds with), which
makes her routine worth 10 points
rather than 9.6. Because of the risk
involved, the trick is worth 0.4.
Although she has missed it in the
past two meets she gets more
points for attempting it than if she
did a less difficult mount.
"The main thing I'm thinking
about is beine: in line with the
beam. It's a big let down when I
don't make it because it's the
beginning of my routine," said
Sutton.
Vaulting was a mixture of
triumphs and tragedy, but still
proved to be one of the Wildcats
strongest events. Fahey performed
a lightning fast one-half twist onto
the horse with a one and one-half
twist off to place third at 8.5.
Fahey was pulled off the bench
to · conipete in bars and beam as
well as performing.in vaulting and
floor when freshman Patti Shea
sprained her ankles doing a
Tsukahara vault. Shea was unable
to finish the meet and in the words
of coach Goodspeed, "Ellen
(Fahey) was pinch-hit in the allaround for Patti."
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pair of challenges
By Sue Valenza
Sparked by the solid
oaltending of junior Lynn Walsh
nd freshman Kathy Kazmaier,
he UNH women's hockey team
efeated Princeton University 13-2
~turday, and rival Providence, 41 Friday. The wins giv~ the
Wildcats an unblemished 12-0
eason mark as well as the lone first
lace spot in the EAIA W Top Ten.
Providence, UNH's closest
eastern region challenger, forced
the Wildcats into a tie early on with ·
first period goals going to senior
Kathy Bryant of the 'Cats and
P.C.'s Chris Gladu. Sophomore
arcy Pannabecker erased the
deadlock just 1;42 into the second
period , making it 2 J UNH on

assists from captain GAby
Haroules and Terry Strack.
Both.teams skated up and Clown
the ice relentlessly during the
remainder of the period, Walsh
coming up with · l 1 stops to P.C.'s
Cathy Ford ten. Freshman Robin
alducci picked up the first of a
air of goals at the tailend of the
econd stanza, hitting home a
indy McKay feed.
1
Providence came out strong in
he final period, producing ten
hots on Walsh. Midway through
he .period, however, Balducci put
he ·game out of reach tallying the
Wildcat's fourth goal, assisted by
Bryant and Diane Langlais. The
Cats shut down the efforts of the
Lady Friars in the closing minutes
of the game.
"We played a very good game
a ainst Providence and L n

Skiers 'Stowed' away

(Walsh) had a splendid
periods of hockey," said UN
coach Russ Mccurdy . .
In a more physical game agains
Princeton, it was the Wildcats o
top again but this time to 'the tun
of 13-2. Fourteen penalties (UN
6, Princeton 8) interrupted stanza
of fine play, one collision resultin
in a separated shoulder sustained
by UNH's all-time leading score
Kathy Bryant.
Bryant, who has tallied 105
goals, ·139 assists, for 244 career
points, is out indefinitely.
Freshman standout Laura Brown
is on her way back into the line-up
however, recently out with
mononucleoc::ic::
Picking up goals for UNH
Saturday were Marcy Panna
becker ( 4 ), Haroules (2)
Kip Porter, Diane Langlais, Cindy
McKay (2), Patsy Lyons, Lori
H utchinsdn, and Robin Balducci.
McKay and Porter notched four
and three assists respectively.
Despite the lopsided score,
Kazmaier was forced to come up
with 19 saves, ten in the third
period alone with Princeton goals
coming in the second and third
periods.
The Wildcats travel to BU this
Saturday (12:45) before entering a
three-game homestand against
Colby, Cornell, and Providence.
"We showed ....a lot of class this
weekend. Against Princeton we
kept playing hockey without losing
control, which was ver
impressive," concluded Mceurd

•
Ill

fourth

cross-country event, with Muzzy
Smith close behind in fourth and
Julie Wolny in fifteenth place.

Shawn Whalen finished · twelfth
and Middleton seventeenth in the
slalom e'vent, which was won by
Tom Melander of UYM.
In the men's Nordic race. senior
In fhe womens downhjll skiing
captain Cory Schwartz, who skis
consistently well, pulled in fourth events, it was Brenda Gravink in
place among 50 comp.etitors. eleventh, KrisVan Curan in
Wildcat Doug Gardner hit a tree in sixteenth, and Kelly Johnson in
that race, which was held on a 25th place of the slalom.
treacherous course at the Trapp
In the girls Giant Slalom, the
Fa~ily Lodge.
Wildcats clumped together with
Ga.r dner suffered only bruises~ Johnson, YanCuran and Gravink
but did not finish, which dropped in 14th, 15th and 16th places.
Senior Roxanne Cloutier is out
the Cats into an overall fourth
with torn knee ligaments and may
place in that event.
not be seeing action for some time.
"The course was pretty bad,"
Despite its fourth place finish,
Gardner said. "I was in control
when my ~ki caught in a rut. It sent UN H is satisfied with their
Cheryl Bascomb of Dartmouth
me off the trail and I was airborne performance last weekend, losing
ran first in the 800 m run with a
the tree. Two or three other only to the top three powerhouse
into
Margaret
time of 2:22.81.
ski squads of UVM, Dartmouth,
went to · the hospital."
guys
McCormick and Becky Center,• ·
and Middlebury.
bothofBowdoinran2ndand3rd~ · In the alpine ev.ents, ace Wildcat
.. We're happy with fourth
with times of 2:23.16 and 2:23.77 · Dave Kent finished eighth in both
the slalom and giant slalom. Pete place," said Men's Coach Paul
respectively. Anne Lannan,
Middleton got a twelfth and Jeff Berton. "It'll be really tough to
Scardina and Claire Olsen, all of
Naurochi a twentieth in the G.S. crack into the top three."
UNH ran 4th 5th and 6th with
times of 2:26.21, 2:26.56, and
2:27.89 respectively.
New Hampshire took second
and third in the 200m dash with
times of 27.37 and 27.7 by Davis
and Suzanne Horton. Taking first ·
for Bates was Broadway with a
• Mt Abram pp iidi'-rn·- ---·-· •
-NEW ENGLAND SKIGOWE time of 26.25.
Lost Valley pp 12 trails ns
WOODSTOCK, Vt. (UPI) - Hei:e is the
I n th e 3000 m run, UN
1 H swept
Pleasant Mtn pp 5 trails 2 lifts
New England Ski Areas . Council official
Western llauachUlettl
summary of snow conditions at New
four of the top five positions.
7
Brodiepdrpp21trails3liftsnstopto
a.m.Feb,lO, bottom
Englandskiareasasof
Laurie Munson was first
mens day·Wed
11181.
Berkshire East pdr pp 15 trails 4 lifts
Skiing conditions are subject to change
( 10:26.77), Anne Miller, second
05
.Jiminy Peak PP 22 trails 3 lifts 6 trails
1:~. ;:a1::~~:rch~::~
( 10:27.45\. Karen Dunn third
J4end: new·in<:bes of new snow & 3 lifts for ns
( 10:27.~: 2), -'nd Mary Ellen Rose
05
13
~lPPP 1n~U: r'lifts
:W'1:rll .:~:ac~: ~wd~etS::
took fifth ( 10:48.3).
Catamo11Dt pp frgr 12 trails mm 4 lifts
wet granular, llgr·loose granular, trgr.
In the 4x400 meter relay Anne
frozen granular, com-corn snow, (where top to bottom skiing day & nite
dK 11 d
D · M
L
Butternut Basin pp all 17-tnils mm all
two such terms appear, the former shows
annan, avis, ooney,an a e
·
conditions on 70 percent or more terrain, 7 lifts operating . __ of New Hampshire not only took
Mt Tom PP pclr 1S'tm11•1rim na
and the latter the next-most-prevalent
first with their time of 4:09.51, but
Eutern llaaaclllllettl
condition) vc-variable conditions, ac·
Mt Watatic pp 4 trails mm 1 lift ns
spring conditions u of oo trails-number
set a new school record and
pp 2 trails mm
Mt Wacbuaett
of trails open, mm-snow made in last u
qualified for the New Engi"ands.
Innsbruck lsgr 2 trails
Klein
hours, tc·tbin cover, wbJD.windblown
New &amPlbiJ'e
snow, m•night skiing available, no-not
Bowdoin grabbed second at
lifts
trails 2 operating
Wilderness
operating, opr-operating.
4:09.67 and Dartmouth finished
trails12gondola
15 pc1r
Wildcat pp PP
Coanecticut
Mohawk Mtn pc1r PP 19 trails mm 3 ,,.?!_retton Woods PP pc1r 4 trails mm 2
third at 4:13.81.
lifts
fo the 4x800 relay,
Finallv,,
Cannon Mtn pp pclr 2' trails mm 5 lifts
Ski Sundown pp lsgr 9 trails mm 2 wut
.J
aerial tram operating
triple 1:hairs & poma ns
Dartmouth snatched first from
2
2
8 trails
Attitash
lifts
Chris Bergeron, Kim Lambert,
trails mm 4 lifts
pp 18lift
Mt Cranmore
. nsWoodbury frgr PP trails mm
Loon Mtn pp 1sgr ai trails 5 lifts
Mt Southington frgr 10 trails.& lifts ns
Claire Olsen and Sandy Anderson
4
5
Waterville PP 26
lifts
trails mm
Powder Ridge PP
of UNH with a time of 9:53.89.
7 trails & lifts
King Pine PP trails all lifts operating
skiing till l0:30 P·~L-.
· hed at 9:57 .4 f o 11 owed
H f'mis
UN
Brickyard Mtn 1sgr PP s trails
........,
1
GUDltock PP 16 trails 5 lifts
Squaw Mtn PP 15 trails all lifts wbln
·
by Colby at 10:00.4.
Higblanda pp 6 trails
spots
Mt Sunapee pc1r pp 4 trails lower mtn
Sugarloaf pclr PP 39 trails B lifts
The Women's next meet is
~~ . P~ op 13 tr•mtJl.1 . lifts.
g~~e:!:a~15 trails 3 lifts •
Sunday at the Holy Cross
· ., ~I\Y~'11iof!Ol:i~ . Tt;i.€y. 1gq 1.Hk \\'ith ll'.1• :1 1 ' · S'tll\diY-River1f>dJ'1pp 13.\railU lifi&:+« ~ratkig • 1... ( • :;t.:1•rrJ~ 1 · ~
'· • · •' .i;\0-.l>•st}cu.t_l!l~~-al. tr~~ ·1.') t;- ~~ : "'· 'Clo\ched. '¥tJJ 1pp '~ tr.U., "lflU~ liftf.'11it•
1: , .
·
~ recora of 9-4.

By Scott Gusmer

The UNH Ski Team landed a
fourth place in the overall
standings of the 1981 UYM Winter
Ski Carnival, held last weekend at
Stowe, Vt.
UVM won the meet, Dartmouth
finisq.ed second, and Middlebury
College third.
But the Wildcats made some
strong showings in several events.
Kelly Milligan won the women's

take Me. tourney

taking a two-year break, and this
distance qualified her for the New
Englands. Winning the shot for
Maine was Barb Lukas with a
throw of 38'3Y2". Denise
Houseman took third for UNH,
with a distance of 37'101/.i".
In the mile run, Laurie Bean of
Bowdoin, with a time of 5:07.29
edged out Nancy Scardina ofUNH
(5:0-7.3) by l / 100 of a second.
Chris Bergeron of UNH took 6th
with a time of 5: 15.18, qualifying
her for the New England's.
Donna Broadway of' Bates led
the way in the 55 meter dash with a
time of 7.36. Second, third, and
four th wen t t ·L'1z M urp h Y of
Colby (7.61): Tammy Jones of
Colby(7.66)andRosholtofUNH
(7.6 9 ).
In the 400m dash, Kristi King of
Bowdoin ran first with a time of
58.4. Stacy Cain of Maine ran
second with a time of 60.9.
d b Karen M c Carthy of- 11
Y
fo owe
'Dartmouth (61.5), Lisa Childs of
UNH (61.7) and Liz Mooney of
UN H (63.2) taking third, fourth
and fifth, respectively.
In the final field event, Millie
Pelletier jumped 5'2", grabbing
first for UNH. The event came
down to sudden death and on the
fourth attempt, Pelletier cleared
the bar while Sue Simpkilils of
Bates missed, settling for second
with a height of 5'2". Karen Holler
· hto f
· h a he1g
. d wit
o f Bates too k t h1r
5'2 .. also.

°

Jr:the5~mhurdles,SueErw~nof

¥,ame sp:mted.to firsq~lace with a
~~1¥e· ~f'?.·~it.~:~ae,!<a~led.bf UNJi,
(9!67J l:tnd "farhtny J-dn\::~ bt ~olby
(9.11) ran 2nd and 3rd respective!~.

neWengla nd
ski guide
:::ru=
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Sports
UNH upsets Maille, 71-60
By Bill Nader
.Maine's outside shooters.
UNH junior Mike Keeler got
For the fi rst time in its last 60
Godbolt, _Carlisle, and Mercer
things started with a strong move
games, the UNH basketball team
were all held below their average as
to the hoop. Keeler entered the
put together back-to-back wins in
UNH dared Maine to beat them
game averaging a mere 2.9 points
the same season. The Wildcats
from the inside.
and 2.9 rebounds, a disappointaccomplished the second half of
"We weren't shooting from the ment considering he led UNH- {n
the double here last night when
outside," Godbolt said, "because
both categories last season,but the
they upset the University of Maine,
they wanted it more than we did." 6-foot-8 center regained his old
71-60, before an inspired crowd of
McLain tied the game at 4-4,
form last night.
1152.
and then put UNH in front to stay
Keeler scored 10 points on 5-forUNH lost to Maine earlier in the
when he stole the ball and sent . 6 shooting and added 8 rebounds.
_season but last night the
Robih Dixon (game-high 21
"We went to the boards hard
Wildcats made two maJor
points) away for a stop-and-pop
tonight," he said. "We worked
corrections in their game plan, and
ten footer.
hard in practice _artd mobilized
executed the strategy on a home
McLain, Dixon, and Randy
(Clay) Gunn and (Dave) Wyman
~ court where they are 6-4 instead of
Kinzlv triple-teamed Carlisle at
(Maine's big men). And without
on the road where they are 0-9.
half cou.r t, stripped the ball free,
them they don't have too much."
UNH developed an inside game,
and Dixon cruised in for an
Dixon followed with a steal
something that has been between
authoritative dunk. It forced · from Godbolt at midcourt, and a
inconsistent and non-existent
Maine to call timeout and
driving layup under control. UNH
throughout the season, and it was
prompted Maine Captain Jim
forward Jack Burns got a pair of
enough to offset a poor shooting
Mercer to ask referee Ken Walker
baskets inside, McLain hit both
night from leading scor~r Al
if the Wildcat Pep Band, which got
ends of a one-and-one, and Burns
McLain (3-for-11).
caught up in all the excitement,
did the same. ·uNH led 57-44, and
At the other end of the court,
was a UNH band. Walker simply
Maine could cut it to eight points
UNH concentrated on taking the
shrugged his shoulders.
and, advance no further the rest of 1
shots away from Maine's top three
It wasn't the only call UNH
the way.
scorers, Champ Godbolt ( 18.5),
would get. Kinzly, who has a
UNH had four men in double
Rick Carlisle (16.7), and Jim
knack for drawing the offensive figures, Dixon, Keeler, McLain,
Mercer (12.4). All three do the
foul , forced Godbolt into a
and Dan Nolan, who was awesome
bulk of their scoring from the
traveling violation with 15 seconds
on the offensive boards. Burns and
outside, and are responsible for
left in the half, and UNH leading,
Kinzly added eight points apiece to
Maine 's No. 3 national ranking in
31-26. The only problem .with the
give the Wildcats the balanced
field goal percentage (53 percent).
call is that Godbolt traveled after
scoring that has eluded them
"The last time they shot the light
Kinzley was guilty .of a block.
throughout the season.
out," said UNH forward Jack .
UNH capitalized seconds later
Kinzly enjoyed another
Burns. "If you let Maine take their
when McLain's penetration led to
productive night executing his role
time and pass the ball around,
an easy layup for sophomore as playmaker. He had five assists,
they'll kill you."
center Joe Rainis as the half but was the primary reason why
UNH used a half court trap to
expired .
UNH got the ball inside.
confuse Maine early, and when the
Maine came as close as one
"Kinzly made the difference in
Black Bears .were successful
point on two occasions early in the
this team," said Maine coach Skip
bringing the ball up, UNH
second half, 37-36, and 45-44,
Chappelle. "He was finding people
collapsed back into a variety of
before UNH exploded for 12
BASKETBALL, page nine
.zone defenses that attacked
unanswered points.

UNH's Mike Keeler (22) lays one in as teammate Jack Burns (52)
and Maine's Dave Wyman (52) watch action last night. (Dave Ward
photo)

-

'Cats a hit at home, take show on the road
By Larry McGrath
UNH's Snively Arena is rapidly
becoming a place for opposing
hockey teams to · avoid. The
Wildcats ran their home w'inning
streak to five with two impressive
wins over the weekend.
The 'Cats overwhelmed Yale,
12-2 Saturday, after totally
dominating a Colgate squad,6-3
on Friday. These victories came at
the expense of solid ECAC clubs,
and allowed UNH to move past
each of them in the standings.
••This weekend we ptft in as good
an exhibition of hockey as you1l
see," co-captain Dana Barbin said.
"We've proven we're tough to beat
in Snively. Now, we've got to go
and play Providence tough down
•L--.- ' '

UNH now sits in seventh place
in the EC AC playoff race with its
8-7-0. record ( 14-9 overall). Just
ahead of them is fifth place
Princeton (7-6 in the EC AC) and
Wednesday's opponent, Providence in sixth (7-6-1).
Almost everybody, including an
unusually raucous crowd, was
happy with the events occuring in
Snively Friday and Saturday
nights. One of the happier people
was Dan Forget, who had a ninepoint weekend, scoring a hat trick
and an assist on Friday and
coming back with a two-goal,
three-assist performance on
Saturday for an encore
Forget's line, with Andy
Brickley and Chris Pryor as wings,
u1~'1 tlvino

nn hnth

nrr.$'1~inn~

All

sophmores, the trio totaled iO
points in the two games. Brickley
· had seven points (two goals, three
assists Saturday) while Pryor
totaled four (1-3).

skating well. Mike Waghorne,
centering Barbin and Frank Barth,
took part in the scoring feast with a
pair . of goals and an assist
Saturday, while Barth and
freshman Ken Chisholm scored in
each game.

UNH, which has been averaging
6.33 goals per game in home
EC AC games, hopes to bring some
••you can be impressed with our
of that firepower on the road .
offense,
but the defense was getting
Against EC AC competition
the puck out of the zone all night,"
production drops to 3.67 when the
Waghorne said. "When it isn't in
'Cats travel (This figure exeludes a
6-0 shutout against St. Lawrence · our zone they ( the opposition)
can't score."
in the Auld Lang Syne tourney on
December 30 which is considered
The fine play of Greg Moffett
non ... league).
and his relief man Todd Pearson, is
easily overlooked in such highForget's line was outstanding, scoring games, but they quietly
but everyone on the squad was backboned the 'Cats fn the early
going both nights. Friday UNH led
by j ust 2-1 until the offense got
cranked up and blew past Colgate
with a three-goal second period to
put the game out of reach, 6-l. The
Red R ai der s pu t u p token
resistance with a pair of la te scores
fo r the fi nal score. ·
Saturday night Ya le act ua lly
jumped out to a 1-0 lead only I :53
into the contest. But they did n't
score again until 3a ;52 re mai ned in
the final perioa, whe n the Eli's J oe
Garliardi's tally was greeted with a
de risive cheer. T hat score made it
12-2.
·· "We scored twelve goals tonight,
but our goal tending was great,"
Barbin said. "With lo psid ed
scores, you focus on the offense.
You forget that being good
defensively creates offen siv e
breaks-that's the key"'.
-

Wildcat Dan Forget prepares to pull the trigger on his second goal of last Friday's game. Colgate goaltender
Terry McSweeney mm es over in vain to block shot as Colgate's Rod Powell (4) tries to keep UNH's Andy
Brickley (9) awa)'. (Bill Hill photo)
1

Moffett was forced out of the
Colgate game with 8:39 to play.
when he took a knee from
Colgate's Mi1<e Walsh. Walsh,
who was skating through t he
crease to get back on defe nse,
caught Moffett in the jaw and
knocked him out. The UNH
netminder also su.stained a
shoulder injury on the play.

Pearson came in and held back
Colgate, who, though totally
outplayed, almost crept back into
the game as UNH relaxed.
With 7:26 to play, a-scramble in
front of the net produced a Colgate
goal that would have made the
score 6-4 wit~ plenty of time left.
Referee Dave Principe disallowed
that score,· however, ruling th~t it
had been kicked in. UNH regained
its composure and held on the rest
of the way.
Moffett returned Saturday and ·
played the first two periods,
holding a tired (overtime loss to
Maine Friday night) Yale squad at
bay. Pearson (also ailing .with the
flu) came in from the bullpen to
finish up, surrendering o nly one
El i score.
Both games were penalty-filled
and got sloppy after there was little
question of who would preva il.
UN H coach C harlie Holt was
co nce rned the ragged play would
affect his high-flyin g 'Cats.
"The game (Yale) de teri orated
after a whi le,'" Holt said . "We just
had fa r too many penalt ies-need less penalties. We can just
hope that that's not a n ind ication
of thi ngs to come."
_ T he Wildcats moved up four
places over the weekend, which
indicates the closeness of the teams
in the middle of the standings.
More progress is practically
assu red if UN H cont inues to skate
like they d id over the weekend.
"It's the U NH 'scenario' every
year--they seem to have everything
fall into place at this time,'' Yale
coach T im Taylor said. "We ran
into this 'buzzsaw' two years ago in
the playoffs (9-2 UNH win in 1979
EC AC quarterfinals). Tonight
they were the best team we've faced
all year:·

_

